
Attention, Stockpickers  

The big picture might look scary, but the stock market is heading higher, say the members of the 2011 Barron's Roundtable. In the first 
of three installments, our panelists share their big-picture views.  

From the halls of Congress to the malls of California, we've been kicking the can down the road. Postponing our 
troubles, inflating our bubbles. Putting off, for tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow, the crushing problems 
that cry out to be dealt with today. Is this any way to run a country? Based on the stock market's stellar 
performance in the past two years, you bet it is.  

The members of the Barron's Roundtable homed in on this paradox almost as soon as our annual confab got 
under way last Monday at the Harvard Club of New York. America's structural problems, including a gargantuan 
deficit, and the policies that perpetuate them, just might bring the country to ruin—but not before the stock 
market rallies another 5% or 10% or 20%, our panelists predict. That's because constructive cyclical or short-
term forces, including a reviving industrial economy and rising corporate profits, could influence the direction of 
stocks for at least the next year or so. 

In the pages ahead we've distilled these 10 market mavens' big-picture views, which include a preference for 
equities and hard assets at a time when the Federal Reserve is printing money like mad. We call your attention, 
in particular, to Bill Gross' well-reasoned explanation of why negative real interest rates—the intended result of 
all this money creation—are a default by another name. 

After the macro comes the micro, namely Scott Black's and Abby Joseph Cohen's stock picks for the new year. 
Founder and boss of Boston's Delphi Management, Scott brings his considerable analytical skills to bear on 
eight mostly small- and mid-cap companies that generate lots of cash and impressive returns on equity, but sell 
for underwhelming valuations. 

Abby, an estimable investment strategist and head of Goldman Sachs' Global Markets Institute, favors several 
big-cap blue chips recommended by Goldman's analysts that will benefit from a more robust economy. Most 
pay nice dividends, as well, and afford exposure to growing markets overseas. 

 

Want the names and numbers? Please read on.  

Barron's: How does the new year look to all of you? Let's start with Meryl.  

Witmer: We see the economy perking up in the U.S. According to ISI Group, state income-tax and sales-tax 
receipts are up, so people are getting jobs and spending money. Companies are willing to spend again, and in 
certain industries they are adding to capacity. But that doesn't mean stocks are cheap, because stocks have 
moved up a lot. The market looks pretty fully valued, and may have little upside from here in the near term. 

Scott, what's your view?  

Black: We see a conundrum. On the one hand, the economy will do well because Congress passed an $858 
billion stimulus bill. Real GDP [gross domestic product] will grow around 3.5% this year. Corporate profits as a 
percentage of GDP are at an all-time high, but could rise another 8.8%, as measured by S&P [Standard & 
Poor's 500] earnings. My concern is that the deficit is out of control. To keep the economy going, we need more 



fiscal stimulus. The accumulated deficit is equal to 94% of GDP. That's the highest percentage since 1946. To 
use a phrase that has become popular lately, we've been kicking the can down the road for too long. 

Which can are we kicking?  

Black: Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid—how to deal with all the entitlements. We've got to get our house in 
order. With this kind of debt-to-GDP ratio, the U.S. is starting to resemble a banana republic. Yet the economy 
will be healthy this year. Unemployment is still a problem, and people who don't have jobs tend to cut back on 
consumption. But the industrial economy is good. Whether you look at capacity utilization, rotary-rig counts or 
factory shipments, all the numbers on the industrial side are pointing up by 5%, 10%, 15%. 

The S&P closed Friday [Jan. 7]. at 1271.50. I am estimating corporate earnings of about $91 for this year, up 
from $83.67 in 2010. The market is trading for 14 times expected earnings, below the postwar median multiple 
of about 16 times. It is slightly undervalued. With a dividend yield of 1.8%, the S&P could deliver a total return 
of between 10% and 15% for the year. 

2010 Roundtable Report Card   

2010 Mid-Year Roundtable Report Card   

Do you agree, Oscar?  

Schafer: I agree that we're kicking the can down the road, although there is a real chance President Obama will 
give some specifics on reducing the deficit in his State of the Union address [scheduled for Jan. 25]. The only 
way to get out of this situation is to grow out of it. The White House needs to deal with the deficit in a 
constructive way, and reach out to the business community. The companies we speak with are doing well. As 
for stocks, in contrast to 2008-09, when all you needed were guts and capital, this year will be a stockpicker's 
market. The averages will go up 5% to 10%. 

Felix, what do you think?  

Zulauf: There are two worlds—the industrialized world and the emerging world. The industrialized world 
continues to live in a fiction: that it can afford its current lifestyle by going further and further into debt. At 
some point, the bond markets will riot against that. The private-household sector, not only in the U.S. but in 
several industrialized countries, remains stretched financially and will continue to deleverage. The public sector 
is leveraging up, and thus will support the economy. The U.S. economy will muddle along, probably growing by 
2.5% to 3% this year. Inflation isn't a problem yet in the industrialized world. 

The emerging world has experienced high levels of growth, but it is entering a period of rising inflation. How 
emerging economies handle that inflation will be the decisive factor for the industrialized world. If they decide 
to fight inflation with really restrictive monetary policies, we're in trouble. If they hike interest rates only a little 
to restrain growth, the cycle can be extended. But that means later on, perhaps in a year or two, they will have 
much higher inflation and will have to crunch it. The choice is between more growth in the short term and then 
a crunch, or a more serious bear market now. 

Which path will they choose?  

Zulauf: Emerging economies will go the shallow way. They don't want to crunch it here. 

Hickey: But we're looking at 8% inflation in India and Russia, and 5% in China. Will they be able to hold off 
much longer? 

Zulauf: The decisive factor is China, which is reporting inflation of just over 5%. In reality, it's probably twice 
that. The Chinese aren't interested in crunching their economy. They have a mandate to create jobs. But 
maybe they'll hike rates two or three times this year, and U.S. stocks will have a few selloffs of 10% or more. 

Let's get Bill's opinion.  

Gross: The developed world is coping with the excesses of the past 20 to 30 years. The deleveraging cycle isn't 
just a one-to-two-year thing. The proportions of the excess, and now the attempts to deal with it, have a 
number of consequences. For one, growth will be slower, and inflation will be lower. In the U.S., we're seeing 
unacceptably high levels of unemployment—not just the published 9.4%, but 16% to 17%. The question is, can 
a debt crisis be solved with more debt? 



In Portugal, Greece, Ireland and Spain, which lack the ability to devalue their currencies, a debt crisis can't be 
solved with more debt. Japan appears to have done a good job so far, because its debt is 200% to 250% of 
GDP, much higher than here. The U.S. has the advantage of being a reserve currency, which means it can print 
its way out of this situation. But that requires a willing acceptance on the part of creditors that the money it is 
printing is of decent value. Current interest rates, including a federal-funds rate of only 0.25%, are 
unacceptably low. Real [inflation-adjusted] interest rates are negative. Printing your way out of this, or kicking 
the can, is possible for some countries, but the solution isn't to create paper. It is to create goods and services 
the rest of the world wants to have. 

And what are the prospects for that?  

Gross: The Obama administration has failed miserably in that regard. It has focused on consumption and fiscal 
stimulation that will give us 4% real GDP growth in 2011. But it gives us nothing more than that. It is a sugar 
high that disappears quickly in 2012. 

  
Economy Is Healthy With Real Growth in 2011 
1:39  
Scott Black, founder and president of Delphi Management, talks to Barron's Michael Santoli at the Roundtable 
conference on the outlook for the economy and the markets in 2011. 

We need to focus on employment and investment in manufacturing goods and services. You don't do that by 
incenting businesses with tax breaks and accelerated depreciation, because they fail to observe the final 
demand for their products and the ability to earn an acceptable return. Cash sits on their balance sheets. You 
do it with massive infrastructure programs such as the construction of high-speed rail lines. China has several 
hundred. We need infrastructure repaired in the U.S., as well, but so far the administration doesn't seem to 
want to go there. It wants to placate business with tax advantages and higher after-tax profits. 

It's not just the administration, but across the political spectrum. Where does that leave us?  

Zulauf: All other industrialized countries, almost without exception, have focused on cutting deficits. The U.S. 
alone hasn't addressed the problem. If you eliminate public-sector tax revenue and spending, the U.S. economy 
would have grown in only two of the past 10 years. Public deficits have been supporting this economy for the 
past decade. The country has been suffering from under-saving and under-investment. Markets would 
cooperate fully if the government decided to pursue large, multiyear investment programs financed by debt. 
That would create a future return, and jobs. 

And it would create a larger deficit.  

Zulauf: Yes, but it is a different type of debt. 

Hickey: It isn't debt that finances consumption. 

Gabelli: When Obama became president, his No. 1 job should have been to create jobs. Today, his job No. 1 is 
to get himself re-elected. The Republican victories in the midterm elections in November gave clarity and 
confidence to a lot of business executives. They will build on that. But how does the U.S. compete when our 
jobs are being exported? When our education is not ranked in the top 20 in the world? The avionics industry in 
the U.S. dates back to the 1950s. As a country, we have to keep spending on R&D [research and development], 
but where should we focus our R&D spending for the next 20 years? On electric vehicles? Alternative energy? 
That's what the Chinese are doing. 

What is your outlook for this year, Mario?  

Gabelli: Beijing will engineer a soft landing, because China has structural unemployment issues and a recession 
would create political havoc. Europe will suck it up and continue to bail out the European Union's weaker 
members. In the U.S., [Federal Reserve Chairman Ben] Bernanke's quantitative easing has stimulated the stock 
market. When is that over, and what happens next? I don't know. Barack has moved toward the political 
center, which has improved confidence among executives and investors. The U.S. is OK, and Europe will 
muddle along. China grows 7%, 8%, 9%. That gets us to 2012, which looks better. 

Gabelli: Housing is going to recover because we produced roughly 500,000 new homes last year, and demand 
is about 1.2 million. The price of the average new house is the same today as 20 years ago. Incrementally, the 
housing market shouldn't decline anymore, and the rate of change should be positive and increase. In 2011, 
new-car sales will be up by a million units in the U.S., to 11.5 million units. From 2010 to 2015, global 
production should increase by 20 million. Of that, seven million new cars will be produced in China, five million 
in the U.S. and the balance in the rest of the world. If Boeing [ticker: BA] ever gets its Dreamliner to fly, you'll 



have four years of increased production. In the industrialized world, the 100% depreciation allowance will 
create strong demand. 

Of course, all this is postulated on things that haven't happened yet, and might not. Abby?  

Cohen: We are having two sets of discussions here. One is cyclical, or short term. The general perception is 
that 2011 will be a good year for the U.S. economy, probably the best since 2004-05. Real GDP will grow about 
3.5%, even with significant headwinds. But the tailwinds are significant, too. The strength in the corporate 
sector started even before the recession ended. Business investment in equipment, including IT [information 
technology], has been robust. We have seen vigor in U.S. exports.  

They were the fastest-growing segment of the economy before the financial crisis, averaging 8% to 10% per 
annum, and are back there now. We are selling business equipment and other high-value-added goods and 
services across the world.  

Gabelli: Don't forget corn, wheat and beans. 

Cohen: Also, the consumer is coming back. Working people are seeing their incomes grow. The savings rate 
has moved up to 5%-6%, and even so, consumption growth has been good. But then there's the second 
discussion, about structural or long-term issues. Much of the unemployment problem in the U.S. is structural, 
and started well before the financial crisis. You could see the educational deficit building more than 10 years 
ago. 

How do you account, then, for the U.S. winning so many Nobel prizes in science?  

Cohen: We have the best university and postgraduate system in the world. But many of our average workers 
are not participating in it. The percentage of the U.S. population with a four-year college degree hasn't 
increased in a decade. We used to be ranked No. 1. Now many countries have jumped ahead of us. When you 
dig a little deeper, the likelihood of a young woman having a four-year college degree has increased in the past 
10 years. The likelihood of a young man having one has declined. Beginning 10 years ago, a lot of young men 
went directly into construction and manufacturing employment. When the recession hit, we saw a significant 
difference in the unemployment rate between men and women. Right now the unemployment rate for men is 
two percentage points higher than it is for women. There is also an enormous gap by educational level. 
Unemployment has skyrocketed for those who have only a high-school degree. 

In the U.S., it's not just the percentage of those graduating but what they're studying. The number of students 
getting degrees in STEM—science, technology, engineering and math—has fallen dramatically in the past 10 to 
15 years. Also, in the 10 years ended before the financial crisis, median family income in the U.S. declined 4%. 
Among blue-collar workers, it was down 8%. 

You can't force someone to study math. 

MacAllaster: The U.S. has made great scientific progress. Look at the electronic gadgets all of you have here—
all but me, that is. 

Hickey: But technology companies can't find enough qualified Americans to hire because the schools aren't 
graduating enough in science and engineering. 

MacAllaster: Once again, it's a product of money. Students come to Wall Street because they can make more 
money here. 

Cohen: Seventy percent of the students in our Ph.D. programs, which are the world's best in science, applied 
science, mathematics and engineering, are non-U.S. citizens. For a long time, this was a form of foreign aid and 
good-friendship creation, but these students now have employment opportunities back in India, China and 
elsewhere.  

Schafer: Let me throw a few numbers out. In the 1970s, the U.S. had 20 million manufacturing jobs, with a 
population of 220 million. Now we are down to less than 12 million manufacturing jobs with a population of 320 
million. Manufacturing is a little different from science, but the point is it's much cheaper to manufacture stuff 
in China and India. That's not going to change, and that's why unemployment will stay high.  

Archie, what else do you think?  



MacAllaster: We have some negatives, including Europe, unemployment and the deficit. On the other side, 
corporations are doing well. They are loaded with cash. I was just sitting here making a list of such companies 
in the Dow: Intel [INTC], General Electric [GE], ExxonMobil [XOM], Procter & Gamble [PG], Johnson & Johnson 
[JNJ]. All probably will earn more money this year, and all probably will raise their dividends. The market [as 
measured by the Dow Jones Industrial Average] has been as high as 14,000 and it is now around 11,600. 
Stocks still have room to rise. The economy will grow between 3% and 4% this year, probably closer to 4%. 
Companies will raise their dividends. Importantly, we have had two years of pretty fair markets and a very anti-
business administration in Washington. That is going to improve. The economy isn't falling apart. 

Gross: Of course it's falling apart! You are taking the corporate side. What about the side of Main Street? Of 
those who are unemployed and can't find a job? 

MacAllaster: I'm talking about stocks. 

Gross: Corporations are probably at the peak of their domination. They dominate versus labor in terms of their 
ability to export jobs and production overseas. They dominate now in terms of Washington, given the 
Republican electoral victory and the Obama administration's moving toward the center.  

They even dominate with regard to the Supreme Court, as evidenced by the recent ruling removing limits on 
corporate donations to election campaigns. This is all good for the market, but not for Main Street in the long 
run. 

Zulauf: You also have a tremendous social division. In the U.S., the top 20% of the population owns 93% of the 
financial assets. That tells you the average guy is in bad shape. He spends what he makes, and, at the end of 
the month, he's even. 

MacAllaster: You don't go to movies like I do, and ordinary restaurants like McDonald's. It seems to me the 
little guy isn't doing so badly, and the government is helping him. In the end, the stock market will do just fine. 
It isn't so expensive. 

Black: It should concern us that we had a $1.4 trillion deficit last year and only added a net 500,000 jobs. We 
got no bang for our buck whatsoever on fiscal policy. Also, 10.5 million people have negative equity in their 
homes. The S&P Case-Schiller Indices continues to go down, and Karl Case, who teaches at Wellesley, has said 
he thinks prices will drop more. I don't see how we get out from under this problem, given the overhang in 
homes. 

Marc, you have been very quiet. What are you worrying about?  

Faber: Have you got an hour? You are all wrong. You say you would do this or that if you were policymakers, 
but nobody says "I wouldn't do a thing. I would let the market correct itself." The crisis in the U.S. happened 
largely because of government intervention that began 25 years ago. The government continuously 
implemented policies to boost consumption, when everyone should know that an economy will grow in a 
sustainable way through the implementation of policies that foster capital formation—that is, spending on 
infrastructure, R&D, education and the acquisition of plant and equipment. By fostering more baseball games, 
more TV shows, more talk shows, you aren't going to create a vibrant, growing economy. 

The government didn't create more baseball games. 

Faber: But it created policies to borrow more money. Through artificially low interest rates, it created a huge 
credit bubble, which led to a bubble in consumption, a symptom of which was the growth in the trade and 
current-account deficit from $150 billion in 1997 to more than $800 billion in 2006. Now it is around $600 
billion, but if these policies continue it will remain at this level or grow. 

So you're really saying it's the Fed's fault.  

Faber: What I am saying is that Archie lives in a dream world. I admire you all but you are all dreamers. The 
Federal Reserve was founded in 1913. Before that, throughout the 19th century, the U.S. had strong per capita 
income growth in a deflationary environment. 

It also had huge financial panics. 

Faber: That refreshes the system. Worldwide, we have two economies. Rich people and resource producers are 
doing incredibly well. The ordinary people aren't doing all that well. In 1970 the U.S. controlled 28% of world 
manufacturing output and China had 4%. In 1990 the U.S. still had 22%, but Japan had come up in the ranks 
and China still had only 4%. Now the U.S. says it has 20%, and China, by its own account, has 19%. In the 



U.S., not much happened in the past 20 years. But in China, India, Vietnam, Russia and Brazil you can see 
huge progress. That said, I agree with Archie that U.S. stocks might outperform other stock markets—once in a 
century. 

MacAllaster: At my four-score-plus, I don't have to wait too much longer. 

Faber: History has shown that giant countries on the way down are very dangerous because they are 
desperate. But this year the U.S. has stabilized and is going to grow modestly.  

One more thing: Janet Yellen, vice chair of the Federal Reserve, said about a year ago that if it were possible to 
push interest rates into negative territory, she would vote for that. This is a very important statement because 
it implies that the Fed will keep real interest rates negative as far as the eye can see. Negative real rates 
amount to expropriation and destroy one function of money: to be a store of value and a unit of account. If you 
measure the stock market not in dollars but gold, it is down 80% since 1999. I no longer regard the U.S. dollar 
as a valid unit of account. People shouldn't value their wealth in dollars because one day, in dollars, everyone 
will be a billionaire. 

Gross: I agree with Marc on many things, though not everything. I don't know if the U.S. has reached a 
desperate point, but it is employing instruments and vehicles and policies that smack of desperation. We are 
not looking at a default here, but at years of accelerating inflation, which basically robs investors and labor of 
their real wages and earnings. We are looking at a currency that almost certainly will depreciate relative to 
other, stronger currencies in developing countries that have lower levels of debt and higher growth potential. 
And, on the short end of the yield curve, we are looking at creditors receiving negative real interest rates for a 
long, long time. That, in effect, is a default. Ultimately creditors and investors are at the behest of a central 
bank and policymakers that will rob them of their money. 

Faber: It is much easier for a government to print money and default in the way Bill just explained than to 
come out and say "we aren't going to pay half our debts." Also, one of the big debates these days is between 
the deflationists and the inflationists. The deflationists claim the Dow will drop to 1,000 or less and the 
economy will contract sharply, and therefore you should be in government bonds, not commodities, equities or 
real estate. But if China and India continue to grow and car makers do better, as Mario said, commodities will 
do OK. 

In a deflationary environment, tax revenues go down and fiscal policy remains expansionary. Deficits stay high, 
and even increase. Interest rates on government debt go up, and the quality of that debt declines. In a disaster 
scenario, I would rather own equities than government bonds. Since I am ultra-bearish, my preferred assets 
are equities and hard assets: real estate, commodities, precious metals and collectibles. 

Zulauf: In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Paul Volcker [then the chairman of the Federal Reserve] crunched 
inflation by applying very high real interest rates for several years. Now we are getting the same process, just 
in reverse. Just as it took several years for the market to see that Volcker's policies would lead to declines in 
inflation and interest rates, it will take several years for the market to realize the Fed's current policies are 
highly inflationary. They will lead to a debasing of the currency, which is happening to varying degrees in most 
of the industrialized countries. 

Fred, speak up and give us your view. 

Hickey: Last August, things weren't looking so well. Then Ben Bernanke gave a speech in Jackson Hole that 
implied the Fed would engage in quantitative easing, and from that point forward, the Dow added 1,400 points. 
Gasoline prices went from $2.65 a gallon to well over $3.00—a $50 billion hit to consumers. Food prices rose to 
record levels. It caused a major imbalance in the economy. If you own financial assets, you're doing quite well. 
If you don't, you're getting hit by higher food prices, higher insurance costs, higher everything, and you're not 
getting any interest on your savings. Target's [TGT] numbers were no good at Christmas. Saks' [SKS] numbers 
were fantastic. That's a big problem. 

We continue to print money. In 2000 easy money led to gross imbalances. In the mid-2000s, 1% interest rates 
led to a housing bubble and then a credit crisis, and now rates are at zero. To get a response from the 
economy, the Fed must print ever more money. It did, and everything looks great right now. But as of June, 
when the $110 billion they are printing per month ends, things might not look so rosy. A year ago people were 
talking about an exit strategy. I knew there wasn't going to be one, ever. The economy has structural problems 
and we aren't dealing with them. Money-printing won't work, yet that's the prescription we continue to give the 
patient. If the Fed keeps printing after June, we'll have higher gasoline and food prices and more imbalances 
until this ends. And at some point it will end, because the dollar will fall apart. What we are doing now makes 
everything appear rosy. But it is a devastatingly terrible policy for the long term. 

Cohen: All of us, except for Marc, tend to focus on the developed markets. But the right policies for developed 
economies might be 180 degrees apart from those followed by developing economies. China has been 



tightening credit and India has discussed it. This divergence in policies confuses the outlook for various markets 
and currencies. The dollar may go up or down, but relative to what? It may be reasonably priced relative to 
some currencies, but underpriced relative to others. 

Gross: Americans are amazingly unsophisticated when it comes to currency. Europeans have always been more 
sophisticated, because they have had to deal across borders. The currency is becoming the critical question for 
2011 in terms of where to invest. As Abby suggests, the dollar may do OK against some currencies, but a 
currency is a function of future earning power. Developing countries have real interest rates that are much 
higher than zero. In Brazil, rates are 5% to 6%. In other emerging markets they average 2%, 3%, 4%. From 
the standpoint of currencies, an investor has to look for growth and high real interest rates. The lack of 
sophistication among American investors has to change if they expect to be competitive on a global basis. 

Schafer: No one has mentioned that four-letter word yet: gold. 

Hickey: I've had more than 50% of my assets in gold for the past seven years. Institutional ownership of gold 
is ridiculously low. It is less than 1%. 

Zulauf: At its 1980 peak of $850 an ounce, gold represented 3% of the market capitalization of global equities, 
bonds and money-market assets. Today it is 0.6%. The price has a long way to go. 

Hickey: We have seen tremendous speculation and exuberance in the stock market, as evidenced by Investors 
Intelligence and other sentiment indicators. Not so in gold; the Hulbert Gold Newsletter Sentiment Index is 
down. But the gold-stock rally has entered its speculative phase. The GDXJ [ Market Vectors Junior Gold Miners 
exchange-traded fund] was up twice as much as the GDX [ Market Vectors Gold Miners] last year. Mining stocks 
are undervalued.  

Let's switch to the market. Where will it close this year?  

Hickey: If the Fed continues printing, the market will go higher. It will continue printing, because the economy 
probably would collapse if it didn't. The stock market could go up 10% this year. 

Bill, what do you think?  

Gross: As I said, corporations are in a good position. With real GDP growth of 4%, the market could go up 5% 
to 10%. But if bond yields move higher, as they gradually might do, corporate bonds could pose some 
competition to stocks. High-yield bonds are less volatile than the stock market has been, and they provide 
similar returns. Stocks aren't in a position to generate double-digit returns, given the expected growth rate of 
the U.S. and other developed economies. 

Abby?  

Cohen: Fair value for the S&P 500 is about 1500, which implies a return this year of about 20%. Some of that 
gain will come in the form of higher dividends. Many companies have built up enormous cash positions in the 
past two-three years, and will return some of that cash to shareholders. Companies in the S&P 500 are well 
positioned. These are large companies with access to the public markets. They can borrow money when they 
need it. There will be ongoing pressure for small and midsize companies that are dependent on small and 
midsize banks, which aren't particularly robust. Roughly 40% of S&P profits comes from outside the U.S., which 
is also a benefit. Volatility has declined, which is good for investors. Correlations among assets and among 
sectors also have declined. That suggests good security selection will generate better results this year. 

Are you concerned that so many people around this table are bullish on stocks?  

Cohen: Yes, but there are different ways to look at sentiment. There is a lot of cash not just at corporations but 
in investment portfolios, and that is positive. There is a substantial amount of money in short-term fixed-
income assets. In the past couple of months there has been some reallocation of assets out of fixed income into 
equities. Among portfolio managers, we have also seen increased enthusiasm for some of the developed 
markets, as opposed to developing markets, although that is primarily a short-term valuation call. 
Opportunities also exist in Europe and Japan, but they will probably be more trading-oriented than in the U.S. 

Meryl, are you any more bullish after this morning's discussion?  

Witmer: The market doesn't look cheap to us. Three of my five stock picks emerged from bankruptcy 
protection. We really have had to hunt to find values. I don't see the market going up a lot this year. Unless it 
is a special situation, it is best to wait for a downdraft. 



Schafer: I agree with Abby about diminishing correlations. If the trend continues, it will be a really good year 
for stockpickers, long and short. The market will end the year higher, but right now there is too much 
bullishness.  

MacAllaster: I see another 1,000 points on the Dow and 90 points on the S&P 500, so that's a gain of about 
8%. 

Felix, what do you see?  

Zulauf: The market will range between 10% up and 10% down. I don't know where it will end the year. The 
U.S. central bank will be forced to quit quantitative easing by the middle of the year as political pressure 
increases, but it won't shrink its balance sheet. The ending of QE will take some excitement out of the stock 
market. Then there is room for unpleasant surprises. From time to time, the Chinese could shock the markets 
by acting more serious about tightening. I don't like the widespread optimism right now, and I can't join the 
bandwagon. The crisis in Europe is continuing. We don't know where it will lead and how it will affect the U.S. 
Corporate profit margins can't stay at such high levels. They will probably revert to the mean, which historically 
was 5.5% or so, not today's 7%. 

Gabelli: Earnings of the companies we follow are going to remain quite vibrant, even with rising input costs. It 
is a good market from a flow-of-funds point of view. Also, consultants have been advising corporate and 
pension and endowment funds to shift money out of domestic equities and into emerging markets, and away 
from active managers and into index and hedge funds. These funds have shifted so far away from domestic 
equities that an air pocket has been created in valuations of high-quality U.S. stocks. There are significant 
bargains. By the end of the year, the market will be up 5% to 10%. There will also be more deals. 

Small stocks did extremely well last year. The Russell 2000 was up 26%. Do you expect that to 
continue?  

Black: I use the Russell 2000 Value and Russell 2500 Value [a small- and mid-cap index] as benchmarks for 
some of our accounts. Their performance was skewed by REITs [real-estate investment trusts], which were up 
sensationally and are the largest weighting among financials in both indexes. 

Hickey: Small-cap tech also did well. 

Was it yields that attracted investors to REITs?  

Black: REITs are way overpriced, but people were chasing yields. Similarly, master limited partnerships tied to 
oil and gas pipelines had huge yields at the start of 2010. Some are still above 7%, but most have fallen to 
5%-6%. The run-ups in REITs and MLPs won't be repeated this year. 

Hickey: Small-caps are less liquid than large-caps. When liquidity is pumped back into the economy, they do 
well. When it comes out of the system, small-caps and real estate collapse. If the Fed stops reliquefying the 
system after June, that isn't good for small-caps. 

Cohen: Another factor also drove small-caps last year, and in some cases it was the same thing driving 
developing markets: a reversion to risk. As the economic data improved, and it wasn't only after Bernanke's 
speech, investors grew more comfortable adding beta [assets that move with the market] to their portfolios. In 
a strictly domestic portfolio, you tend to do that through small-caps. In a global portfolio, you do it through 
smaller emerging markets. 

MacAllaster: The fact is small-caps tend to go up much more in a bull market, and fall by a greater percentage 
in a bear market. 

How do all of you factor in financial reform? There was a bill. It passed. Now what?  

Cohen: We don't have all the answers yet because the legislation said specifically that the regulators will work it 
out. In some ways, Basel III, which mandated changes in the capitalization requirements of financial 
institutions, may have a more significant impact on the financial-services industry. According to our research 
team, large-cap U.S. financial-services companies are in much better shape than European banks. We had 
tough-love regulations before Europe did. U.S. banks were stress-tested in the spring of 2009, and those 
needing more capital were able to raise it. There was a great deal of equity issuance at that time. The European 
banks had what some might call less rigorous stress tests. 

Zulauf: It was a joke. Basel III also was too soft. The regulators have missed the chance to require the banking 
industry to put up enough equity capital. It is also a joke to implement these requirements by 2019. By then 



there will have been another major crisis. The regulators adjusted to what the banking industry could do, not 
what had to be done. 

Gross: To the extent that Elizabeth Warren couldn't even get appointed permanently, by a Democratic Congress 
and a Democratic administration, to head the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, that's evidence of the 
negative aspects of not implementing Dodd-Frank [financial-reform legislation]. 

Marc, much as we dread to hear it, what are you thinking?  

Faber: When you have short-term rates at zero, it is difficult to value anything. The market could be a lot more 
volatile in the next five years than has been suggested here. I expect to see the market move up and down at 
least 20% this year, as it did in 2010. The S&P was at 1219 on April 23. It dropped to 1010, and now we're at 
1270. Daily trading hasn't been volatile lately, but there has been a lot of volatility in individual stocks.  

The Dhaka Stock Exchange in Bangladesh dropped by 16% in two days. They closed it down and now they have 
riots. I guarantee you that emerging economies aren't going to tighten. Everywhere in the world, once markets 
drop by 10% or 15%, QE3, QE4 and QE5 will come. 

Gross: How can you compare Bangladesh to tightening in Brazil or China or India? 

Faber: The central bankers of the world are hostage to asset markets. They will not let asset markets drop 
significantly. They would rather let their currencies go. Worldwide, they will print money. In such an 
environment, I look to corporate bonds, equities, global real estate and precious metals and commodities. I 
don't want to be in cash and government bonds in the long run. 

But where will the market go this year?  

Faber: The U.S. market has almost doubled since March 6, 2009. Some emerging markets have gone up much 
more than that. A correction is overdue. Then we'll have the second leg of the bull market. In the third year of 
the presidential cycle, you want to be in the most speculative stocks. As we approach the 2012 election, the 
Fed is going to print like hell. I am bearish about everything, but in my bearishness I'll be better off in stocks 
than government bonds. 

So you're bearish, but you're not.  

Faber: I'm very bearish about the ultimate outcome.  

Let's switch to your stock picks. Scott, start us off, please. 

Black: As Meryl said, if you're a deep-value player, it is getting increasingly difficult to find good names. It's not 
the same as 12 or 18 months ago, when you could buy great companies at six or seven times earnings. I have 
only one consumer stock, as the industrial side of the economy, both here and internationally, will do better. My 
consumer stock, JoS. A. Bank Clothiers [JOSB], doesn't get much respect. The company sells men's clothing 
under its own label. It advertises heavily on CNBC, Bloomberg Radio and such.  

Return on equity is 20%, year in and year out. They have just over 500 stores in 42 states. Comp-store sales 
[sales at stores open at least a year] have been above 3% recently. The growth in square footage will be about 
7%. In the fiscal year that ends this month, they'll earn $3.04 a share. Next year I have them earning $3.35. 
Operating margins will be 16% to 16.2%. I factored in two headwinds: rising cotton prices and rising freight 
costs from China. 

Gabelli: Where is the stock trading now? 

Black: It is 40.49. The market cap is $1.13 billion. There is no debt, and the P/E is about 12 on next year's 
earnings. 

Witmer: They have lease expense, though. That's a form of debt. 

Black: That's factored in. They also have $6.89 a share in cash and equivalents, which takes the multiple down 
to 10.1 times net-of-cash earnings. The company knows its target audience, which is a 35-to-55-year-old 
executive or managerial man. His annual income is $100,000 to $125,000, and he comes in twice a year. Suits 
are priced in three segments, and the high end accounts for roughly a third of all suit sales. The company runs 
great two-for-one sales. On $93 million of net income, they will generate about $71 million of free cash. 



Scott Black's Picks 

Company  Ticker  Price 

1/7/11  

JoS. A. Bank 

Clothiers 

JOSB  $40.49  

Aecom 

Technology 

ACM 26.77 

China XD 

Plastics 

CXDC 5.70 

Methanex MEOH 29.02 

Vale VALE 34.98 

General 

Cable 

BGC 33.71 

TTM 

Technologies 

TTMI 14.03 

Arrow 

Electronics 

ARW 34.71 

Source: Bloomberg  

Hickey: Stores are coming into our area now. 

Black: They are planning to add 30 to 35 full-line stores this year. They are also going to roll out factory-outlet 
stores, carrying their lower-end merchandise. The company is run by a sophisticated marketer, Neal Black, who 
came out of May Department Stores. 

My next pick is Aecom Technology [ACM]. It is an engineering, design and construction company, but not in the 
bricks and mortar business, like Fluor [FLR]. It is based in Los Angeles. The stock is 26.77, and the market cap 
is $3.12 billion. In the fiscal year that ended last September they did $6.55 billion in gross revenue. Based on a 
record backlog of $14.7 billion, up 55% from last year, gross revenue could be $8.4 billion this year. After pass-
through costs [to subcontractors] for time and material, in many cases, net revenue will be $5.124 billion. With 
operating income of $425 million and a 30% tax rate, you get net income of $298 million. Subtract out 
noncontrolling interests in other entities, and net is $2.45 a share. The stock sells for 10.9 times estimated 
earnings. Jacobs Engineering [JEC] sells for 19 times this year's earnings. Fluor is at 20 times. Aecom's return 
on equity is about 13%. 

Faber: What percent of the business is government contracts? 

Black: I knew you would ask that. Private funding accounts for 33% of the backlog. Federal contracts are 34%, 
and state and local are 12%. Aecom also has contracts with other governments. Its Professional Technical 
Services division does planning, architectural and engineering design, consulting and program management. 
Management Support Services does training, logistics and IT systems integration for U.S. government agencies. 
The company has a net debt-to-equity ratio of only 0.15. 

My next stock, China XD Plastics [CXDC], is a microcap. The company is based in Harbin, China, and the stock 
trades on the Nasdaq. The company specializes in engineered plastics for the automotive industry, which is 
growing nicely. The biggest player in the market is Germany's BASF [BASFY], a far bigger company. China XD 
will produce about 135,000 metric tons of plastics this year, rising to 200,000 tons by 2013. Revenue could rise 
28% to 30% this year, to $310 million-$315 million. The amount of plastic per car has been going up. It now is 
about 110 kilograms per car. The company could generate about $60 million this year in operating income. 



Earnings per share could rise to $1.04 from an expected 66 cents for 2010. The P/E is a tremendous 5.5. 
Return on equity is 35%. The net debt-to-equity ratio is negligible, at 0.06. The market cap is $280 million.  

Gabelli: Auto production is accelerating in China, and vendors to the industry are doing well.  

Cohen: Auto-parts makers like Bosch in India [BOS.India] are attractive, too. 

Black: China XD will do about $51 million in net income this year, on which it will generate $40 million of free 
cash. If the P/E rises to eight times, the stock will be up 50%. 

Methanex [MEOH] is the world's biggest producer of methanol. The stock closed Friday [Jan. 7] at 29.02. The 
market cap is $2.68 billion, and the company pays a dividend of 62 cents. Last year it had about $1.93 billion in 
revenue. This year it will benefit from rising prices. Its feedstock is natural gas, but the price of methanol is 
pegged to oil, which has been rising. 

What is methanol used for?  

Black: It is used to make formaldehyde, acetic acid and plastic bottles, and it is used in blending fuel. Global 
demand is expected to grow by 7.3% a year for the next five years, from a current 48 million tons. They have 
the wind at their back. China is driving demand. Methanex has capacity to produce of nine million tons, but 
recently was at 40% of capacity. It restarted a Canadian plant and is doubling capacity in New Zealand. It is 
bringing on capacity in Egypt. 

The company could earn about $2.90 a share this year and has a P/E of 10. Return on equity is 20%. It could 
generate free cash flow of $219 million. There is some leverage on the balance sheet, but the [income to 
interest] coverage ratio is more than 13-to-1. Peak earnings were $4.18 a share in 2006. Management thinks it 
can top that in the next up cycle. 

Gabelli: Should management take advantage of its cheap stock and cash flow and buy other companies? 

Black: The company is spending to bring more capacity on line. Methanex represents almost 18% of global 
methanol capacity. It manufactures in Chile, where it is self-sufficient in natural-gas feedstock, due to a 20% 
working interest in gas wells owned by the Chilean government. 

Witmer: What is replacement cost compared to enterprise value? 

Black: That is a great question. Enterprise value was $413 a ton in early December. Replacement cost is $700 a 
ton, so the stock is selling at a huge discount. Primary demand, pricing and volume are going up, and earnings 
are taking off. The stock trades for 10 times earnings. 

Witmer: Are they adding capacity or just fixing up what they have?  

Black: Both. 

Witmer: If they are adding capacity at $700 a ton, why don't they just use their free cash to buy in shares? 

Black: They think rising world demand will lift capacity utilization. My next recommendation is a big-cap, Vale 
[VALE]. It sells for 34.98 a share, and has a $187 billion market cap. Vale is the world's dominant producer of 
iron ore, which accounts for 76% of revenue. It also produces nickel, copper, alumina and fertilizer. It is a 
Brazilian company but trades in New York. The company likely had revenue of $43.2 billion in 2010. Iron ore 
prices could rise 25% this year, lifting revenue by 30%, which translates to $4.40 a share, or 7.9 times 
earnings. Net debt to equity is 0.2. The company has a huge expansion in the works. Iron-ore tonnage could 
rise from 311 million metric tons this year to 522 million in 2015. It is driven, to a large extent, by China. Vale 
generates a 28% return on equity. It will spend $24 billion this year on capex [capital expenditures], and do it 
all through internally generated cash flow. The company will generate $500 million to $1 billion in free cash. 
This isn't just a good company. It's a great company. 

How high could the stock go?  

Black: The multiple could rise to 10 or 11 times earnings, and the stock could sell at 45 or 50. 

My next pick is General Cable [BGC]. It sells copper wiring to electric utilities, and for electrical infrastructure 
and construction. The company passes along to customers any changes in copper prices, so the key variable is 
how much tonnage they sell. The stock is 33.71. The market cap is $1.79 billion. Conservatively, we see both 



volumes and pricing rising 5% this year, which would mean a 10% increase in revenue, to $5.3 billion. Gross 
margins are somewhere between 11.7% and 12%. Fully taxed at 35%, the company could earn $2.75 to $2.95 
a share. Using the midpoint of that range, that's $2.85 a share, versus an estimated $2.04 for 2010. The P/E is 
12. 

General Cable had peak cyclical earnings of $4.27 a share in 2007. Capacity utilization is only at 65%, so even 
with earnings recovering, return on equity is just 10%. The company will generate $55 million in free cash this 
year. Net debt is 0.4 times equity. The stock sells at 1.2 times stated book and 1.6 times tangible book, and 
the company's customers are a who's who of telecommunications. Electric utilities account for 30% of revenue. 
Electric infrastructure is 28%, and construction is 24%. By geography, 38% of the business is in North 
America; 30% is in Europe and the Middle East, and 32% is in the rest of the world. They have some 
alternative-energy projects, including electrical wiring for wind-tower grids. But that's only $250 million in 
revenue out of $4.8 billion. The stock traded for more than 80 prior to the crash. 

How high do you think it could go now?  

Black: If the company can earn more than $4 in the next couple of years, the stock would discount the 
prospective earnings and top 50.  

I'm also recommending two small tech stocks. The first, TTM Technologies [TTMI], is 14 a share. [The stock 
rallied more than 28%, to 18, subsequent to the Roundtable, after management raised its guidance for last 
year's fourth quarter.] The market cap is $1.12 billion. The company, based in Santa Ana, Calif., has grown 
through acquisitions. The biggest prior to this year was the purchase of a military printed-circuit-board 
business. It also bought a Chinese company, Meadville, which effectively doubled TTM's revenue base. 

TTM is the largest player in the U.S. in printed circuit boards. It did $506 million in revenue in North America in 
the last year or so. Gross margins are between 22% and 24%, and operating margins are 12% to 14%. There 
is room to improve. Total revenue this year could reach $1.44 billion, and the company could earn $1.55 a 
share, up from $1.30 expected for 2010. The P/E is 9. Return on equity is 16%. The net debt-to-equity ratio is 
0.3. Return on total capital is more than 12%, which, for a commodity board business, is very good. 

Hickey: What percentage of the business is defense?  

Black: About 17%. They sell to the big defense companies. Computers and peripherals account for 21%, and 
medical and industrial customers chip in 9%. TTM isn't well followed. 

My last pick, Arrow Electronics [ARW], is statistically cheap. It is based in Melville, N.Y., and trades for 34.71 a 
share. The market cap is $4.06 billion. Management sees 5% growth this year in corporate IT spending. 
Accounting for some recent acquisitions, gross revenue could be just over $20 billion in 2011. The stock trades 
for 7.7 times earnings, compared with an overall market multiple between 14 and 15. The company will 
generate about $380 million in free cash on $532 million in net income.  

What does Arrow do?  

Black: Semiconductors are 74% of the business, with margins of 5.7%. Enterprise-computing solutions is 26%, 
with margins of roughly 3%. 

Hickey: A number of semiconductor companies have issued earnings warnings. The news has been hidden 
because the market has been going higher. But one after the other blamed the problem on excessive 
inventories. If the market turns down, the whole group could go down, including Arrow. This is a good company 
and it is cheap, but that is my concern.  

Black: The semiconductor-capital-equipment companies are more vulnerable. They are trading at nine to 11 
times earnings, and earnings are flattening this year. 

Gabelli: You could recommend shorting them. 

Black: I am not a hedge fund. I only buy stocks. Both Arrow and TTM have been realistic in their forecasting. 
Arrow is generating a 15% return on equity, and has done it without leverage. 

Thank you, Scott. Let's hear from Abby. 

Cohen: To summarize, the U.S. economy will surprise on the upside this year. It is the first time in five years 
that Goldman Sachs has an above-consensus GDP forecast for the U.S. We are also above consensus on S&P 



500 profits. It's not that we don't recognize the structural issues we've been talking about this morning; we just 
see the current part of the cycle positively. Corporations are extremely profitable. Underlying demand is 
improving. Export growth has been good for the past 18 months. Domestic demand is growing. The stocks I 
have chosen are designed to give investors exposure to the economy. My other theme is large-caps. We 
discussed how well many small-cap stocks performed in the past year. Now we see opportunity in some large 
names, especially as they have good access to the capital markets. 

Abby Joseph Cohen's Picks 

  Price  

Company  Ticker  1/7/11  

General  

Electric   

GE $18.43  

United Parcel  

Service   

UPS 72.15 

ExxonMobil   XOM 75.59 

Roche Holding  RHHBY 35.32 

Procter &  

Gamble   

PG 64.50 

Travel/Lodging   

Shangri-La 

Asia  

69.Hong 

Kong 

HK$21.60 

InterContinent

al Hotels   

IHG $20.71  

Walt Disney   DIS 39.45 

Source: Bloomberg  

With that preamble, let's have some names. 

Cohen: General Electric has underperformed for a considerable period of time. It has been afflicted by 
weakness in the industrial sector, and also in financial services. Consequently, the company has spent a lot of 
time restructuring its businesses, including a move into cleaner energy. At this point GE represents good value. 
It yields about 3%, and in recent months has shown improved performance. The stock currently trades for 
about 14.3 times this year's earnings, and our analyst expects an acceleration in earnings growth. 

And further dividend restoration?  

Cohen: GE has started to raise its dividend. 

Gabelli: You have to focus on the real-estate part of the company's loan portfolio. Will they need to take a 
bigger hit than they're saying? 

Schafer: That was a 2008-09 problem. People will ignore it now.  



Cohen: One thing that hurt GE was the sense that the straight financial institutions came clean early about their 
balance sheets, because they were forced to do so by regulators. GE has been slower to write down 
nonperforming assets, but the feeling is they have done that now. 

United Parcel Service [UPS] also benefits from improved economic activity, as well as a structural change—
namely, the move toward more e-retailing. When you buy something online, it has to get delivered. UPS has 
good cost controls and is benefiting from expanded margins. The stock is trading at 17 times our 2011 earnings 
estimate. It yields 2.5%. The company deserves credit for having built a sustainable business model, in terms 
of both operations and financial structure. 

Black: FedEx [FDX] sells for about 15 times earnings and is a similar play. Why pick one and not the other? 

Cohen: UPS, at this point, is a better-managed company and has higher margins. It also moved into 
international freight more successfully than expected. 

My next stock is ExxonMobil to give you exposure to energy. On an asset-allocation basis, I expect equities to 
be the best-performing asset class this year, followed by commodities. At the bottom of the list would be fixed 
income and cash. Commodity prices rose sharply at the end of last year, but energy prices have more to go, 
particularly as some of the developed economies improve. Oil has been running around $88 a barrel. In the 
next 12 months it could enter a trading range centered on $100 a barrel.  

That is a big hit to the consumer. 

Cohen: It is a big hit to some consumers, particularly in places outside the U.S. where commodities represent a 
larger portion of family income. But it is a far cry from oil prices of $140 to $150 a barrel, which helped 
contribute to a severe recession during the credit crisis. Exxon is appealing because it is very liquid. It offers a 
2.3% yield. There are other, more pure-play oil producers, but they don't have yields. The P/E is 10 times our 
2011 estimate of $7.45 a share in earnings, which is up from a little under the $6 a share expected in 2010. 
Our estimate is well above the consensus. We see a significant step-up in revenue and operating profit. 

Zulauf: Most large oil producers are unable to replace their reserves. How is Exxon doing? 

Cohen: It hasn't been one of the more successful companies in replacing reserves, but with its cash it can 
purchase what it needs. 

Black: Actually, the company is growing production by 2% to 3% a year, which isn't terrible for a company of 
that size. You recommended Petrobras [ Petroleo Brasileiro (PBR)] last year. It has about 5% or 6% growth at 
the drillbit. 

Cohen: It is a well-managed company and I recommended it for people who wanted exposure to Brazil. But my 
timing was off. 

Zulauf: Now it is time to buy it. 

Cohen: Large-cap energy companies like Exxon have enormous cash positions. You also see that in large-cap 
pharma. 

Drug stocks have been disappointing for awhile, and for good reasons. The product pipeline has been poor. 
There has been a real downgrade in projected growth rates in the industry. I am recommending Roche Holding 
[RHHBY], the Swiss company. While it isn't a great growth stock, European pharmaceutical companies compare 
favorably with U.S. companies because they don't have the same sort of patent cliffs [looming patent 
expirations]. European companies also have more exposure to biological drugs and vaccines. Roche acquired 
Genentech a couple of years ago. And Roche and the others have good exposure to high-growth emerging 
markets. For investors who are nervous about buying emerging-market companies directly, this is one way to 
get involved.  

Schafer: Talk about the numbers. 

Zulauf: It is a cheap stock. 

Cohen: We expect Roche to grow earnings by about 8% per annum, compared with 3% for most of the rest of 
the industry. The yield is 4.9%. The stock has performed miserably in the past year. It is down about 24%. 
Roche could earn 15.19 Swiss francs per share this year, compared with an expected CHF13.44 in 2010. Our 
estimate is above the consensus, which is at CHF14.46. 



Zulauf: They have a very aggressive cost-cutting program, which you're hoping will bear fruit this year. 

Cohen: That's right. Although revenue will be up 2% to 3%, our analyst thinks earnings growth will be greater, 
and can be maintained. The P/E is about 9. 

Does the strong Swiss franc act as a headwind to profitability?  

Zulauf: For a U.S. investor it doesn't matter. It is a global company. 

Cohen: Procter & Gamble is another company with a lot of cash, and an indirect way to participate in emerging 
markets, where it does about a third of sales. The stock rose only about 6% in 2010. It has a yield of 3.1%. 
Revenue and earnings growth will be moderately good this year. Our earnings estimate is $4.46 a share for the 
fiscal year ending June 2012, somewhat above the consensus view of $4.37. In the current fiscal year, P&G will 
probably earn $4. That puts the P/E at approximately 14.5 times earnings. 

Last year, I recommended Starwood Hotels & Resorts [HOT]. 

Gabelli: And it is up sharply. Congratulations.  

Cohen: Thank you. This year, we see improving trends in both leisure and business travel, not just in the U.S. 
but around the world. I'm recommending a trifecta of beneficiaries, starting with Shangri-La Asia [69.Hong 
Kong]. Occupancy trends have improved notably. We see revpar [revenue per available room] rising 25% in 
Hong Kong and 33% in Beijing. This will translate into higher room rates for Shangri-La. The stock sells for 
about 23 times expected earnings, which is a little more expensive than we might like, but it offers good 
exposure to Asia, where business trends will stay strong.  

InterContinental Hotels [IHG], based in the U.K., also offers exposure to the emerging world. It yields 2% and 
trades for about 17.5 times expected earnings.  

My third pick is Walt Disney [DIS], which isn't strictly a hotel stock but will benefit from more travel to its parks 
and cruise ships. Volumes are improving. Discounts are diminishing. In addition, content from Disney's media 
properties is in great demand. Disney yields only about 1%. The price-earnings multiple is 13.9 times for the 
fiscal year ending September 2012. We are expecting earnings of $2.86 a share for that year, versus the 
consensus, at $2.79. 

Thanks, Abby.   

 

All Over the Map  

In the second installment of the Roundtable, our pros' picks range widely over commodities, previous 
metals, financial stocks and big-cap tech. Two better-than-bonds plays.  

If you read the first installment of this year's Barron's Roundtable, you already know the sky is falling–but very, 
very slowly. It could take another year, or two or four, before the dollar tumbles, the euro crumbles and the 
price of gold, that great hedge against disaster, makes its way to the stratosphere. 

Meanwhile, back here on earth, shrewd investors can find bargains aplenty among stocks, bonds, funds and 
even futures, as well as other neat ways to profit in a high-anxiety, ultra-low-interest-rate world. We rounded 
up 10 such investors two weeks ago, and sat them down at the Harvard Club of New York for a long day of 
intense conversation on where in the world to invest in 2011.  

Last week we shared the big-picture views of these market savants. This week's installment -- the second of 
three -- typically features the investment picks and pans of several panelists. But those big, important issues, 
from economics to policy to politics, kept sneaking back into the conversation all day long, providing the basis 
for broad, thematic investment recommendations. 

Thus, Felix Zulauf, head of Zulauf Asset Management in Zug, Switzerland, one of the savviest observers 
anywhere of the global investment scene, delivered a masterful disquisition on the bright past, rocky present 
and troubling future of the European Union, while Fred Hickey, editor of the not-to-be-missed High-Tech 
Strategist, published in Nashua, N.H., held forth eloquently on why gold is heading higher (in his case, to 
Canada) and many tech stocks, lower. 



Then there was Pimco's Bill Gross, master of the universe of bonds. Few anywhere could better explain why the 
Federal Reserve's money-printing policies, which have promoted negative interest rates after inflation's effect, 
are tantamount to stealing from savers -- or how to profit from the insult. 

 

Only Archie MacAllaster, head of New York's MacAllaster Pitfield MacKay, stuck to script, or plain old stock-
picking, without a whole lot of color commentary. Then again, the dividends paid by his favorite financial 
concerns are colorful enough for almost any portfolio. 

All four market pros are featured in this week's issue, along with the rest of the well-informed crew. It makes 
for lively, thought-provoking reading and, we hope, profit-provoking investments. 

Felix, what advice can you give us today?  

Zulauf: A lot of the good news already is in stock prices. The market will move sideways this year, but fluctuate 
widely. There is a lot of optimism around. I rarely have seen as much concentrated optimism in professional 
circles as I see today. Yet there are plenty of risks that could scare the market from time to time. There could 
be a crisis in the municipal-bond market. Spain could turn into another Ireland. Bond yields will go up, and so 
forth. I want to be long volatility. I would buy VIX [Chicago Board Options Exchange Market Volatility Index] 
futures. This is a small market that trades maybe 30,000 contracts a day. The VIX spot price is 17. The 
February futures are trading at 21, the June futures at 25. The last time the market corrected, from last April to 
July, the VIX went to 48 or so from 17. We will see something like that again, probably in the first half of this 
year. 

Schafer: Felix, are you betting on a sharp decline? If stocks go down slowly, you won't get the benefit of a 
spike in volatility.  

Zulauf: I'm betting on occasional scares that shake the market. It is too early for stocks to fall in a sloping, 
bear-market fashion. That is some years out. A VIX futures contract is 1,000 times the index. If the index is at 
20, one contract costs $20,000. 

Felix Zulauf's Picks 

Long  Ticker  Price 1/7/11  

CBOE VIX futures*   $21.00  

  iPath DJ-UBS Grains Total Return Subindex ETN    JJG 51.12 

Uranium Participation   U.Canada C$8.05 

Short    

Italian government bond futures**   €109.10 



Euro Stoxx Bank Index futures**    158.90 

* February 2011 contract. ** March 2011 contract . Source: Bloomberg 

The most important factor in the world economy is the rise of emerging economies and their convergence with 
developed economies. That is a long-term theme, and it brings me to my next idea: agricultural commodities. 
There is a growing middle class in the emerging world, with growing spending power. As low-income people 
enter the middle class, they change their diets and take in more calories. Income growth makes for more meat 
consumption, which is good for grain, because you need a lot of grain to grow cattle and pigs. In addition, 
agricultural commodities are used for biofuels, which removes supply from the market for food. 

Witmer: The federal ethanol mandate results in more than 30% of our corn production being used for ethanol. 
It is a crazy policy that Congress could and should change.  

Black: No one who wants to run for president can be against the Iowa caucus. 

Zulauf: In the U.S., annual consumption of meat is 130 kilograms (286 pounds) per capita. In the European 
Union it is about 100 kilos. In China it is 55 kilos, and it was 39 kilos 10 years ago. In India it is at only seven 
kilos, so there is a long way to go. In 1980 Taiwan was at a development stage similar to China's today. Since 
then, Taiwanese meat consumption per capita has doubled from 43 kilos to more than 90 kilos. By 2030, 
China's meat consumption could be 85 to 90 kilos. 

It takes about six kilos of grain to produce one kilo of beef. It also takes 4,000 gallons of water. If I had a good 
water play, I would discuss it here. On the supply side, available land is diminishing. We can't get water to 
some land. We are diverting other land to production for biofuels. The situation is compounded by La Niña, a 
weather phenomenon that cools the Pacific, disrupting harvests. Combine that with constant volcanic eruptions 
in Eastern Russia, which affect the Arctic, leading to more flooding in Southeast Asia and Australia, which is 
occurring now. It will lead to stronger monsoons in India and droughts in Latin America, Russia and the 
Ukraine, and potentially the Northern U.S.  
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That's a lovely forecast.  

Zulauf: We can expect below-average harvests in the Southern Hemisphere, and potentially in the Northern. All 
these factors support the continuation of the bull cycle in agricultural commodities. Prices have run up recently 
and are overheated. They might correct 5% or so in the next two months, but then I would buy the grains and 
soybeans. For individual investors who don't play the futures market, there is an exchange-traded fund, the JJG 
[iPath DJ-UBS Grains Total Return Subindex]. It is 37.5% corn, 37.5% soybeans, and the rest is wheat.  

My next recommendation is in energy, because the rise of emerging economies also leads to rising energy 
demand. Electricity demand probably will double in emerging markets in the next 20 years. I would buy 
uranium. It is used to power nuclear plants, and it is used for medical diagnoses and research. There are 441 
nuclear reactors operating in the world. They require 185 million ounces of uranium per year. There are 331 
proposals to build new reactors. Fifty-eight new reactors are under construction, up from 52 a year ago, and 
148 reactors are planned, including 110 that will come onstream in the next 10 years. Twenty reactors will be 
shut down. The demand side looks solid for many years. 

And the supply side?  

Zulauf: Uranium production is growing, but slowly. Annual production is 47,000 tons. It meets only 60% of 
demand; the rest is met from utility stockpiles or decommissioned nuclear weapons. Production will increase 
over time, but it could take 10 years or more until it is sufficient to meet demand. There are a number of 
uranium mining companies, but I prefer to invest in the commodity through Uranium Participation Corp. [ticker: 
U.Canada], a holding company listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange. It invests at least 85% of its funds in 
uranium. The market capitalization is about $800 million [Canadian dollars] and the stock trades at C$8. The 
high in 2007 was C$18. The low in 2008 was C$5. The company buys and stores physical uranium. It is 
managed by a subsidiary of Denison Mines [DNN]. 



Schafer: Does Uranium Participation sell at a premium or discount to the price of uranium? 

Zulauf: You are paying virtually the spot price. You can buy uranium futures, but they aren't very liquid. Here 
you are buying uranium in warehouses -- in Europe, Canada and the U.S. 

Black: Does somebody do a physical inventory to make sure it's there?  

Zulauf: They may hire you to do that. The price of uranium has moved around. The spot price hit a high in 
2007 at close to $140 a pound. Then it fell to $40. It correlates highly with the price of oil. 

Gabelli: How does the manager of this company make money? 

Zulauf: It gets a management fee. Next topic: the situation in Europe. It is an epic drama, with more chapters 
to be written. From its birth, the euro was a misconstruction, with different economies, structures and 
productivities forced to have one currency, interest rate and monetary policy. Over time that creates 
tremendous imbalances between surplus and deficit countries. The bond markets mispriced bonds for some 
years, as the yields among the different countries converged. Now spreads are widening again, due to 
Germany's strength and the weakness in peripheral euro-zone economies. The financial crisis showed that 
Greece was basically bust. 

In old times Greece would have devalued its currency and probably defaulted on its debt. The European Union 
wouldn't allow that, as it likely would have triggered another banking crisis in Europe. So Greece received more 
credit and has to get its budget in order, cutting spending and raising taxes. The result will be a recession for 
years to come. Even though they are raising tax rates, tax revenue probably won't go up because the economy 
keeps weakening. They are trapped in a deflationary spiral, and eventually there has to be a political decision 
that Greece will default. The bailout financed them fully for two years, so the problem could come in 2013. 

Gross: There is another way that leakage occurs. When depositors no longer have confidence in Greek banking 
institutions, the money goes to the U.S. or Switzerland. It is not just the official debt but the deposits of the 
country that have to be secured. 

Zulauf: That's a good point. You see the same thing now in Spain and Italy; the banking industry's deposit base 
is going down. In 2009 the banks in Europe bought 90% of all the government paper issued. With the deposit 
base falling, medium-size banks in these countries can't get cheap financing from the ECB [European Central 
Bank]. They have to compete in the market, and market rates are going up. Funding costs are at 4% or higher 
in Italy and Spain. This will probably lead to a financial crisis in the first few months of this year, because the 
banking industry in Europe will be unable to buy all the paper coming to market. 

There are several ways to play this. You could short the euro against other currencies, including the dollar, 
which is trading at $1.295 to the euro. It could go below $1.20, but not for the whole year. That is why I would 
trade the position, not approach it as an investor. You could also short the European bond market. There are 
inefficiencies here. Italy is fundamentally sounder than Spain, but because 60% of Italy's debt is in domestic 
hands and only 40% of Spanish government paper is owned locally, Spain gets a double-A-plus rating from 
Standard & Poor's, while Italy gets an A-plus. Yet Spain's 10-year government-bond yield is 5.50%, and Italy's 
is 4.79%. There will be a refinancing crisis in Italy this spring, as the government has to refinance about €250 
billion of debt. You could play it by shorting futures on Italian government bonds. Alternately, you could short 
the European banks. 

How would you do that?  

Zulauf: I would short Euro Stoxx Banks Index [SX7E] futures. The index trades at €160. One futures contract 
costs 50 times as much. The index might bounce in the short term, so it might be best to short the futures step 
by step. The index has a P/E [price/earnings multiple] of about 13 times 2011 bank earnings. The dividend 
yield is 3.5%, and the price to book value is 1.2. 

MacAllaster: Would you short the Swiss banks too? 

Zulauf: UBS [UBS] was the bank with the biggest problem, but it is working on it and has made good progress. 
It holds relatively little European paper compared with French and German banks, which are the most exposed. 

Gross: Germany is at the core of the EU. It has a decent balance sheet and is an export dynamo, and it is 
prosperous in these relatively unprosperous times. To the extent that almost every other European market 
becomes infected, Germany is the recipient of funds seeking safety. But if Euroland has another financial crisis, 
funds in Germany might flee to the U.K. or the U.S. 



Zulauf: The U.K. isn't a good place to flee to. But I agree that eventually German paper will be contaminated, 
because this is a political issue. The euro isn't just a currency. It is the symbol of European integration after the 
Continent's centuries of bloody battles. No government wants to enter the history books as the one that 
destroyed the symbol of European integration, and that is why the political will is there to hold on, even if the 
currency is a misconstruction. If you hold on, however, there are implications. Eventually you have to move 
from a monetary union to a transfer union. The Germans don't like that idea because they will have to pay for 
it. All they can do is bargain for a step-by-step approach to limit their potential liabilities. 

Finally, I have talked about gold many times. Structural trends are in place for a continued rise of public-sector 
debt in the industrialized countries, a continued monetization of debt and continued debasement of currencies, 
all of which are bullish long-term for gold. The price of gold has run up to an extreme point, and gold is 
technically vulnerable to a big shakeout this year, particularly if emerging markets tighten and lift real interest 
rates. But shakeouts will be followed by higher prices, and would just represent opportunities to buy. Gold could 
fall to $1,150 or $1,200 from $1,370 now. I would be a buyer at those levels. 

Felix Zulauf: Problems for Emerging Nations 
2:20  
Felix Zulauf, President of Zulauf Asset Managemet, talks to Barron's Michael Santoli at the Roundtable 
conference on the economic problems confronting emerging market countries and how they will try to deal with 
them. 

How high is the upside?  

Zulauf: Unlimited. What [Federal Reserve Chairman Ben] Bernanke is doing [buying up government debt to 
force down interest rates], others will do. The European Central Bank has tried to resist quantitative easing. It 
was the one major central bank that tried to sell part of the paper it bought on an emergency basis during the 
financial crisis. The first time it tried, it triggered the Greek crisis. The second time, it triggered the Irish crisis. 
Therefore, the ECB has to handle the European situation in a way that the weakest economies in the EU can 
survive. That forces it into monetary easing for a long time. That is bullish for gold. I don't know how high it 
can go, but I will give you a call when I think the run-up is over. 

Do you like any gold stocks?  

Zulauf: I am not a big fan of the stocks. The real costs for gold companies are rising about 15% a year. I would 
rather buy the physical stuff. There will be a time when the mining stocks outperform physical gold, but you 
have to time it. 

Faber: How many people in this room have more than 5% of their financial assets -- not their clients' but their 
own -- in gold? [Hands go up.] 

MacAllaster: Ask how many have zero. 

Faber: OK, who has zero? [More hands are raised.] 

It's about even.  

Zulauf: So despite the hoopla, investors don't own a lot of gold. As I mentioned earlier today, the value of the 
world's gold now represents only 0.6% the market capitalization of global equities, bonds and money-market 
funds, well below a peak of 3% in 1980. To get back to 3% would require about 65,000 tons of gold, or 20 to 
25 years of production. 

Cohen: One could argue that a ratio of equity-market capitalization isn't the right way to look at it because 
there have been so many changes in corporate structure since 1980. For example, 20 years ago the German 
corporate use of equities was small and the use of public markets wasn't significant, since so much was 
financed by the banking sector. There have also been large increases in equity capitalization in many emerging 
markets. 

Zulauf: I'm not saying that ratio is the right ratio. I'm just giving you an example of how gold compares to 
some financial assets. Emerging markets have always debased their currencies, and the same is true for us. 
Gold traditionally has been the way to store wealth in the developing world, and it has fulfilled its role well. 
Those who had gold in Indonesia or Brazil or Russia were well off when the currencies collapsed. 

Gross: Stocks and bonds and real estate have also been a good store of value. The question is, what would be 
a better store of value? 



Black: Why not platinum or palladium, or diamonds? 

Hickey: There are big spreads in diamond prices. How to value them is a problem. With a gold coin or bullion, 
everyone knows its value. 

Gross: That was really good, Felix. Thank you. 

Agreed. Archie, you're next.  

MacAllaster: I am moderately bullish short-term. The market has had a pretty good run, so it could sell off 
some. On a one-year basis we will come out all right, and on a 20-year basis we will come out very well. My 
first stock is Manulife Financial [MFC]. The company is based in Canada and the stock sells in New York for 
about 17.50 a share. Manulife is a major life insurer. It owns John Hancock and does about 54% of its business 
in the U.S. Another 25% or 26% comes from Canada, and maybe 16% from the Far East and Japan. The stock 
sold for 47 a share in 2007, before everything hit the fan. They ran into big problems with their annuities, 
mostly variable annuities, on which they had guaranteed minimum payments. When the Dow went to 6500 
from 14,000 they had to release a lot of the money from reserves, which really hurt them. Manulife probably 
lost 70 to 75 cents a share in 2010. Tangible book value is between $14 and $15 a share. Earnings peaked at 
$2.81 in 2007. Traditionally this company and many like it traded at substantial premiums to earnings. They 
don't anymore. My earnings estimate for 2011 is about $2 a share. 

What else do they own?  

MacAllaster: Manulife manages a couple of hundred billion of life-insurance assets. It also manages about $450 
billion of mutual funds and other assets. Growth in Canada isn't great. The company is growing in the U.S., and 
growing rapidly in the Far East, perhaps by as much as 50% a year. It pays a 52-cent dividend and yields about 
3%. 

Archie MacAllaster's Picks 

Company  Ticker  Price 

1/7/11  

Manulife  

Financial   

MFC $17.75  

Hartford 

Financial 

Svcs 

warrants  

HIG/WS 19.11 

Wells Fargo   WFC 31.50 

MetLife   MET 46.07 

Delta Air  

Lines   

DAL 13.00 

Allied World  

Assurance   

AWH 58.23 

Source: Bloomberg  

I also like Hartford Financial Services [HIG], another insurer. It closed Friday [Jan. 7] at 27.76. I am not 
recommending the common but the warrants, which were issued in connection with the company receiving help 
from the federal government during the financial crisis. The government was given warrants and has sold them. 
The warrants give holders the right to buy the common stock at $9.79 a share, with an expiration date of June 
26, 2019. If you are betting that Hartford is going higher, you could make a much better return on your capital 



by buying the warrants than the common. Conversely, if the stock goes lower, you will lose a higher percentage 
on your investment than if you owned the common. 

How much are you paying for a warrant?  

MacAllaster: About $19. At its peak, Hartford paid a dividend of more than $2 a share, but the dividend has 
been cut to 20 cents annually. The company could earn about $3 a share this year and $3.50 in 2012. It earned 
more than $9 in 2007. The stock sells for 62% of book value. Hartford has repaid the government, and should 
be able to raise its dividend this year. The way I look at it, the company's problems with variable annuities 
weren't a present-day cost. That kind of liability would have been spread out over many years, so they really 
weren't in trouble. Practically all the old life-insurance companies are cheap these days. 

I'm recommending only one bank, as I'm nervous about how long it will take the banks to get out of the mess 
they are in. But I like Wells Fargo [WFC] and always have. The stock is 31.50 and the dividend is 20 cents a 
share, down from $1.36 in 2009. They are asking permission to raise it. Book value is $22.50 a share. The bank 
earned maybe $2.35 a share last year [Wells Fargo reported 2010 results Wednesday, earning $2.21 a share], 
and will do about $3 this year, which gets it a P/E of 10.5 times earnings. This is a real growth company. It 
makes the highest return on capital of any of the large banks, and is an excellent long-term buy. 

Let's hope so.  

MacAllaster: I like big stocks these days, such as MetLife, which closed Friday at 46.07. The dividend is 74 
cents, and has been for two or three years. Book value is $52 a share, above the market value. Earnings for 
2010 are estimated to be $4.30 a share, and the company will earn $5.25 a share this year. It sells for 8.8 
times expected earnings. The stock was as high as 71 a share in 2007. MetLife has grown a good deal larger 
with the purchase last year of some of the foreign operations of AIG [ American International Group (AIG)]. 
MetLife paid a lot and the deal won't be accretive to earnings this year, although it will be next year. There is a 
good chance the company will increase its dividend this year. MetLife is conservatively run. The company's 
stock got hurt badly in the past few years but its operations didn't. They were never in any kind of trouble. 
They never borrowed money from the government. The stock was mispriced when it fell below 20 a share in 
2008. It is one of the best buys around. 

Delta Air Lines [DAL] is more speculative and doesn't pay a dividend. Shares trade at 13 apiece. Delta emerged 
from bankruptcy protection in 2007. It has annual revenue of about $32 billion, and could earn $1.75 a share 
for 2010. [The company reported Tuesday that it earned $1.71 a share last year, on revenue of $31.8 billion.] 
It could earn $2.25 in 2011. The P/E is 5.6. The airline industry has had its troubles, but things will turn out 
differently this time. When you got a little run in the stocks in the past, you sold them, because everybody 
knew that at some point the companies would all go bankrupt. 

Witmer: The industry had no discipline. It just kept adding to capacity. 

Zulauf: The airline industry as a whole has never made money. 

MacAllaster: Delta made money for years, but not recently. 

Gabelli: You know the story. If you want to be a millionaire, you start with a billion and buy an airline.  

MacAllaster: I guess you are telling me you agree it's speculative. Four airlines in the U.S. do 70% of the 
business. It is a quasi-monopoly, and the industry will have some pretty good years. Delta has about $17 billion 
of debt and hopes to pay off a couple of billion a year for the next two or three years. In that time the stock 
could trade for as much as eight times earnings. That would make it worth as much as 18 a share by the end of 
this year, and 24 a share in 2012.  

Does Delta pay any taxes on earnings?  

MacAllaster: No. The company is still benefiting from tax-loss carryforwards because of the money it lost 
previously. My next stock is Allied World Assurance [AWH], an insurance company. It was domiciled in Bermuda 
but moved to Switzerland. The stock trades on the Big Board [New York Stock Exchange] for 58.23. It was 
formed about 10 years ago by a bunch of institutions, including Goldman Sachs [GS] and Chubb [CB]. Goldman 
sold a large amount of stock back to Allied at 50 a share about six months ago. Allied specializes in 
reinsurance. It is expected to show $8 a share in earnings for 2010. Tangible book is $72.40 a share. The 
company earns about 12.7% on book. 

Archie MacAllaster: Insurance Companies a Good Bet 
2:39  



Archie MacAllaster, chairman of MacAllaster, Pitfield MacKay, talks to Barron's Michael Santoli at the Roundtable 
conference on life insurance companies, which are underpriced and still offer opportunity for investors. 

What is your earnings outlook for 2011?  

MacAllaster: That is a little harder to figure. The company is a very good underwriter. Some insurance rates 
have come down in the past year and a half. Allied has turned down some business. Premiums are flat to a little 
down. The stock ought to sell at least at book value. The company is generating a lot of cash. It pays an annual 
dividend of 80 cents a share, which it has been raising. The dividend could rise again this year, perhaps to a 
dollar. 

I would like to mention Supervalu [SVU], the grocery retailer, but it isn't a formal pick, as I was selling it in 
December to take a tax loss. I recommended it last year and it didn't treat me or your readers well. [The stock 
was down 24% in 2010.] The company has about $38 billion of sales and probably will make $1.20 to $1.30 a 
share in the fiscal year that ends next month. That could go up to $1.35 a share in fiscal 2012, and then $1.40. 
It sells for 8.66 

Why did it sell off?  

MacAllaster: First, they bought Albertsons and ended up with about $7.5 billion of debt. They spent three years 
paying it down -- they paid off $500 million to $700 million a year -- and then were criticized for not upgrading 
their stores fast enough. It is hard to do both. The analysts all say "Sell, sell, sell," but here you've got an 8.66 
stock that will earn $1.40 a year, and it yields 4%. I don't know what is going to happen, but I have to think 
some other operator or financial genius can figure out a way to make a buck on this. Supervalu is one of the 
largest food merchandisers in America. 

My six recommendations trade for 8.1 times 2011 earnings, on average, and all but Delta pay a dividend. 

Thanks for catching us up. Fred?  

Hickey: To start, I have reduced my position in gold because the gold price was up 10 years in a row and it is a 
little extreme to have 70% or 80% of my wealth in gold. We have already talked gold to death here so I won't 
dwell on it, except to say that gold has been in a 10-year bull market without the speculative phase occurring 
yet. That phase is still ahead of us, and I want to be there for it. Felix has been advising me for some years 
now to have some of my gold outside the country, and I have a pick for that: the Sprott Physical Gold Trust 
[PHYS]. It is a closed-end fund. 

Gabelli: It sells at a 7% premium to net asset value. 

Hickey: Not so. The premium has been as high as 7%, but as of Friday it was 1.85%. In fact, it has been as 
high as 24%. This fund has been in existence for less than a year. If you buy gold coins, you're going to pay a 
premium of about 4%. So you are getting this at a discount right now. What attracted me is that Sprott stores 
gold outside the U.S, in the Royal Canadian Mint. The maximum fee management can charge is 65 basis points 
of assets. I am storing gold outside the U.S. in case I have to leave the country. [Nervous laughter around the 
room] They will deliver it to me anywhere in the world. You need to have at least 400 to 500 ounces of gold to 
get it delivered to you. 

Fred Hickey's Picks 

Company  Ticker  Price 1/7/11  

Sprott Physical Gold Trust   PHYS $11.85  

Yamana Gold   AUY 11.86 

Newmont Mining   NEM 56.89 

eBay   EBAY 27.7 

Microsoft   MSFT 28.6 

BONDS  Price/Yield 1/7/11  



2-Yr Canadian Govt Bonds  $99.61/1.7%  

Source: Bloomberg  

That won't help you if you're on the run.  

Hickey: I am not going to be on the run. I want to store gold outside the U.S. because I am concerned about 
where this country is heading. Owning this helps me sleep at night. I moved some of the money I had in gold 
ETFs into this particular fund, which now has a billion dollars in assets. Another advantage is that if you file the 
right QEF [Qualified Election Fund] form with the Internal Revenue Service, your gains will be taxed at the 15% 
long-term capital-gains rate. 

I also own some gold-mining stocks. Felix said the miners' production costs have been rising by 15% a year, 
but my research indicates they have been rising by 7% to 7.5% a year. Production costs at Newmont Mining 
[NEM], the largest gold miner, were $239 per ounce in the middle of 2000. They are $490 now. 

Zulauf: I was referring to all costs, including the initial cost of finding an ounce of gold. 

Hickey: I would agree with that. The price of gold has risen 16% a year, compounded, in this 10-year bull 
market. Gold stocks haven't kept up. My two gold stocks will have strong future earnings. The first is Yamana 
Gold [AUY], which is selling for under 12 a share. The market cap is about $8.8 billion. The company made five 
major acquisitions over a period of years. It had some trouble digesting them, but now is turning its operations 
around. In the past few quarters earnings have started to grow. Yet the P/E ratio on 2011 estimates is only 13 
times. Revenue and operating cash flow are also growing rapidly. 

Black: The stock trades close to tangible book value. 

Hickey: If you put a 20 P/E on the 89-cent earnings estimate for next year, you are looking at an $18 stock. 
That is up 50% from this year. My second gold stock is Newmont Mining. The P/E on trailing earnings was 30 
times a year ago. Now it is trading at 14 times last year's earnings, and only 11.8 times 2011 estimates. And 
those estimates probably are too low. Newmont is trading for 57 a share. It is expected to earn $1.08 a share 
for the fourth quarter, when the average realized price for gold was $1,220 an ounce. Gold is considerably 
higher now. 

Doesn't Newmont mine copper, as well?  

Hickey: They have a big copper operation. The average realized price for copper in the third quarter was $3.67 
a pound. It moved up to $4.30 in the fourth quarter, which is a pretty big move. Even as the price of gold rose 
to $1,400 an ounce, analysts didn't change their earnings estimates for the fourth quarter or the year 
significantly. Newmont is going to have a blowout quarter. 

Like Yamana, Newmont has most of its operations in safe locations, which is important to me. Yamana has 80% 
of its gold in Chile and Brazil, rising to 85% this year. Newmont gets 70% of its gold from Australia and North 
America.  

Gabelli: Didn't Newmont have a hiccup at one of its Australian mines? 

Hickey: It had a problem at Boddington, the largest Australian gold mine. That is one of the reasons the stock 
is so cheap. They found 23% more copper and 12% less gold than expected. However, the company still 
believes there are great opportunities in this mine. It has a 20-year life at a production rate of a million ounces 
a year. Right now they are producing at a rate of close to 800,000 ounces. Newmont also has a number of 
other opportunities–in Hope Bay, in Canada; in Peru and in Ghana. With gold at current levels, the company 
has tremendous cash flow. It has been paying down debt and increased its dividend by 50% last year. 

I don't want to have all my money in precious metals, and I don't like how far technology stocks have run. Tech 
had a huge move in the past two years and has become extremely frothy. Crazy valuations will be put on 
LinkedIn and Skype when they come public. The valuations on many Chinese Internet stocks are insane. A 
number of tech stocks went up last year by hundreds of percentage points. Salesforce.com [CRM] has a P/E of 
250.  

Fred Hickey: Still Bargains in an Extended Market 
2:41  



Fred Hickey, editor of The High-Tech Strategist, talks to Barron's Michael Santoli at the Roundtable conference 
on strength of the market. He feels that somewhat overextended bargains still exist with the technology sector. 

But you wouldn't short tech stocks now?  

Hickey: I wouldn't short stocks, particularly tech stocks, in a money-printing environment. I said that last year, 
too. In 2007, when I was buying puts against Research In Motion [RIMM], Amazon.com [AMZN] and other 
Internet stocks, the Fed was tightening. It had raised interest rates 17 times in quarter-point increments. When 
I was short in 1999 and 2000, the Fed had been raising rates. There is no sign the Fed is tightening here, so it 
is too dangerous to short. When there is tremendous liquidity coming into the market, investors seem to 
gravitate toward tech and they lose all concept of valuation. These stocks will get crazier. 

The only attractive area in tech is big-caps. Google [GOOG] was down 4% last year. Dell [DELL] was down at 
6%. Hewlett-Packard [HPQ] was down 18%. Microsoft [MSFT] was down 8%, and Cisco Systems [CSCO] was 
down 16%. A lot of the big names didn't go anywhere while everything else was going wild. The big names will 
catch up this year. I am worried the tech sector is going to have another collapse, as it did in 2007-08 and 
2000 to 2002. 

That sounds ominous. 

Hickey: One thing I'm recommending is Canadian government bonds. I bought short-term government bonds 
that are yielding 1.75%-2%. Debt levels in Canada are less than in the U.S. Government debt is significantly 
less. The banking crisis really didn't hurt them. Their banks are considered to be the strongest in the world. 
Canada raised interest rates three times last year. It has been lowering corporate tax rates. The government 
lowered the corporate tax rate as of Jan. 1 to 16.5% from 18%, and [Prime Minister Stephen] Harper has said 
it will fall to 15% in 2012. That makes Canada an attractive place to be. 

In addition, it is a great producer of resources, second to Saudi Arabia in oil. Canada is also a leader in 
foodstuffs, from wheat to barley to oats. The Canadian dollar is at parity with the U.S. dollar right now. It went 
to 1-to-1 in 2007. Over time the Canadian dollar could rise. My money is safe in Canada and I'll get at least 
some return. 

Gross: There isn't anything inherently attractive about a 1% policy rate. But there is something attractive about 
a Canadian dollar that can appreciate against the U.S. dollar. That's the play. Canada has a much more 
conservative deficit outlook than the U.S. 

Zulauf: But the Canadian export industry is very exposed to the U.S. 

Hickey: A little less so now. The U.S. still is Canada's largest trading partner by far, but China has become a 
bigger play. It is very interested in Canadian assets. 

Gross: One of the negatives about being so good is that when the banks survive a crisis, they have lots of 
"funds to play with." They go to the U.S. and start buying regional banks, which Canadian banks have done 
recently. That could weaken the Canadian dollar, but only temporarily. 

Hickey: Back to big-cap tech. I like eBay [EBAY], which isn't even as big as some of the other names I 
mentioned. And it's an Internet stock. 

Gabelli: It's PayPal. 

Hickey: And it is PayPal, eBay's payment system. EBay is trading for a little less than 28. It has a P/E of about 
16 and a $36 billion market cap on $9 billion in sales. There are two pieces to eBay. The traditional online-
auction business is about 60% of the business, and it is declining. You can look for single-digit revenue growth 
from this business in the future. As Mario mentioned, the most interesting piece of eBay is the PayPal division. 
It was 32% of their business last year. PayPal is the largest online-payment platform in the world. 

But you need a credit card to use it.  

Hickey: Or a bank account. That suggests PayPal could be very attractive to the traditional banking business, 
which has offered cards like Visa, MasterCard and American Express. In fact, Visa [V], MasterCard [MA] or 
American Express [AXP] themselves might be interested in PayPal. There is another kicker: EBay owns 20% of 
Skype, which has filed to come public sometime this year. EBay sold off 70% of Skype to private-equity 
investors. Its remaining 30% was worth $855 million at the time of the sale. It could be worth in the low 
billions now. This IPO is likely to be hot, and give eBay a boost. PayPal, meanwhile, has a lot of interesting 
opportunities. Facebook has said it will integrate PayPal's new digital-goods payment system.  



There is competition, however.  

Hickey: There is Checkout by Amazon and Google Checkout. Google's platform is thought not to be very good, 
and there were rumors that Google may be interested in PayPal as well as eBay. Wells Fargo is trying to 
establish an online-payment system. But PayPal is the leader right now. EBay is planning to offer PayPal across 
China in the second half of 2011. It will be used for foreign-exchange settlements, as well. EBay is a fallen 
Internet company. It isn't overpriced, and there are some catalysts that could lift the price. 

Finally, Cisco is losing some market share. With Google, I am worried about the company's spending levels. 
When the stock cratered back in 2007-08, falling to 270 from the mid-700s, one problem was the company was 
overspending. Once again, it is involved in all sorts of initiatives–hydrogen cars, alternative energy. They are 
giving out bonuses and raising salaries. Google isn't a bad play, but there is some danger in all this spending. 
Given that, I am recommending Microsoft again this year. It is the cheapest of all. 

Do you have confidence in Microsoft's management?  

Hickey: Management has been criticized, but there are two major misperceptions about the company. One of 
the biggest is that the refresh cycle [a new round of buying spurred by the introduction of new versions of the 
Windows operating system] is over. Last year there was significant growth in Windows and it drove growth in 
Microsoft's business. But the adoption of new software takes time. An estimated 20% to 30% of corporate 
Microsoft users have adopted Windows 7 to date. The biggest wave of adoptions will occur this year. There will 
also be a big wave of adoptions of new versions of business software, including Office, SharePoint and SQL 
Server, which were mostly in the testing phase until now. 

Why isn't the stock market responding?  

Hickey: It didn't respond to many big-cap stocks last year. Apple [AAPL] was all people talked about because it 
brought out a great product, the iPad. It sucked the air out of the industry. 

But that's not all. There is some concern about the competition facing Microsoft.  

Hickey: That is another misperception. 

MacAllaster: If the boss man [Bill Gates] keeps selling millions and millions of shares, that's a concern. 

Hickey: He has been doing that forever. 

MacAllaster: Well, I don't blame him, but it doesn't help. 

Hickey: Microsoft actually reduces its share count every year. It generates so much cash that, unlike most tech 
companies, it buys back stock. Last year it reduced its share count by 3%. Let's look at Google's Chrome 
Internet browser. A year ago people thought it would be a serious threat to Windows. But it hasn't done well. 
Shipment has been delayed and delayed. Walt Mossberg of The Wall Street Journal panned it, as have others. 
Chrome is another in a long line of Linux-based operating systems that have failed to make any penetration 
against Windows. But that is not the perception on Wall Street. Windows Office accounts for 90% of the 
market, and that isn't declining. 

Then there has been talk of Google dominating cloud computing, but Microsoft is winning all the big deals. It 
won New York City, Minnesota, the Interior Department, the Department of Agriculture. Nor are there threats to 
SharePoint. The final piece of Microsoft's business is the entertainment-device division, which accounts for 11% 
of sales. It used to be a money loser, but now it is profitable. In the fourth quarter, Microsoft shipped Kinect, its 
new gaming system. It spends more money on research and development in this field than anyone else. Kinect 
originally was forecast to ship three million units. It sold eight million units at $150 apiece, so that's an 
immediate billion dollars, not counting what the company gets from additional Xbox sales. Microsoft is kicking 
Sony's [SNE] butt in the entertainment area.  

Microsoft's only money-losing division is its tiny online division, including the Bing search engine. And Bing has 
been gaining market share. 

Witmer: How is Microsoft's Windows phone? 

Hickey: It is great. It is primarily targeted for the business market. It will be difficult for Microsoft to make 
inroads against an Apple- and Android-based world, but there is no market share to lose. They have only 2% of 
the market. With Microsoft you're looking at a P/E of 12 times trailing earnings and 10 times expected earnings. 



Each quarter they beat estimates by 14%, on average. They raised the dividend by 23% last year. It isn't a 
good time to be a tech investor, but Microsoft is a safe place for me. 

How do you feel about Apple?  

Hickey: I own the stock. [In a follow-up conversation, Hickey said he sold his shares after the unexpected 
announcement of Apple CEO Steve Jobs' medical leave of absence.] The introduction of the Verizon iPhone will 
cause an enormous surge in Apple's business. Also, the company will post big fourth-quarter numbers because 
the iPad did well in the period. The stock is 336 a share. It could go to 400 or so within months, and then I 
would get out. But it isn't terribly expensive on a P/E basis. If you back out the company's cash, Apple is even 
cheaper. Longer-term the threat is that Droid-based phones will start to eat into Apple's growth rate. 

What will happen to Research In Motion, which makes the BlackBerry?  

Hickey: The company has had one stumble after another. It will be a long, slow, painful death. That is what 
happens with many technology companies. 

Thanks, Fred. Bill, you're up. 

Gross: With the deleveraging cycle under way, all investors have to be concerned with haircuts. 

Schafer: Not me. 

Gross: "Haircuts" is a euphemism for surreptitious defaults, which can occur in a number of ways. Haircuts can 
happen when central banks increase the money supply, producing unanticipated inflation. They can take place 
as a result of currency depreciation, which is why dollar-based investments should be minimized relative to 
developing-country currencies. The creditor class can also be haircutted through low real interest rates. That is 
probably the most pernicious and unobserved consequence of an attempted rebalancing of liabilities and asset 
valuations. On a longer-term basis, central banks and policy makers are really trying to take money from 
someone, or some class of asset holders, and give it to someone else. 

For example?  

Gross: The asset-class holder under attack is the saver, and institutions such as insurance companies and 
pension funds that hold long-term assets. It is anyone who holds bonds that can't keep up with inflation, or the 
small saver who holds trillions of dollars in money-market deposits that don't earn any real rate of interest. This 
is the framework that has been created by policy makers trying to rebalance the imbalances of the past 20 to 
30 years. To put it bluntly, they are robbing savers and taking money surreptitiously from longer-term asset 
holders whose assets don't anticipate future inflation.  

Bill Gross' Picks 

Fund  Ticker  Price/Yield 1/7/11  

Pimco Corp Opportunity Fund   PTY $17.17/12.05% 

Company   Price 1/7/11  

Annaly Capital Management   NLY 17.78 

Source: Bloomberg  

The real interest rate -- the rate adjusted for inflation -- is the most hidden and unobserved. It is low, even 
negative, and will continue to be low. We haven't talked much today about whether quantitative easing 
continues after June, but it doesn't matter. It has already suppressed real interest rates and allowed other 
asset classes, such as stocks and commercial real estate, to appreciate. Once it disappears, how long will the 
federal-funds rate stay at 25 basis points? That's the critical question to be answered. For a long, long time, I 
think. Short-term rates will stay there for at least two years and maybe three, because of high unemployment, 
excess capacity and, at the moment, an inherently low inflation rate. There would be no rationale for the Fed to 
raise interest rates other than to counter an attack on the dollar.  



Real short-term interest rates historically have been 1% to 1.25%. Today when Treasury bills yield about 0.2% 
and the inflation rate is 1.5%, the real interest rate is a negative. That is why you want to invest in countries 
that offer higher real interest rates, such as Brazil, Mexico and Canada. 

Are you recommending their debt?  

Gross: I am suggesting that you get out of the U.S. dollar and get into something that offers you a positive rate 
of return. Whether it is bonds or stocks, get into emerging markets where the growth potential and the credit 
solvency are better than in the U.S. Secondly, if you don't want to own assets yielding negative real rates, why 
don't you borrow at such rates, or find companies that do? The government is borrowing at low real rates, 
which doesn't argue for owning government bonds. But if you can find companies or other structures that can 
borrow safely at such rates, that's a good thing for their equities. 

Banks invest or borrow at low interest rates. They take deposits at 25 basis points and invest at longer rates, 
capturing the spread. If they can perpetuate that, they will build up capital and become stronger institutions. 
That is what the Treasury is trying to facilitate. The government is giving the banks and other levered 
borrowers time to rebuild their equity base and become more solvent. 

Zulauf: Under Basel III [an international regulatory framework for the banking industry] banks wouldn't have to 
put up any equity capital to buy double-A and triple-A-rated bonds. So you could end up with the banking 
industry soaking up a lot of government paper that in the end will be junk. 

  
Bill Gross: Troublesome Dollar, Improving Economy 
3:06  
Bill Gross, founder of Pimco, talks to Barron's Michael Santoli at the Roundtable conference on the improving 
economic outlook for 2011. Problems loom with declining dollar, government debt and high unemployment. 

Gross: That is a danger, but one structure that can benefit by borrowing at negative real rates is Pimco 
Corporate Opportunity Fund [PTY], which I recommended last year and am recommending again. It returned 
33% last year, including dividends, which is pretty interesting for a bond fund. How was that accomplished? 
With 50% leverage, which is what many closed-end funds use. PTY borrows half its money, these days at 25 to 
50 basis points, and then reinvests it, hopefully safely, at 7% or 7.5%, to generate yields of 12% to 13%. It is 
vulnerable to rising interest rates, but to the extent that real interest rates stay low, it is well situated. 

The fund's use of leverage is mild; it isn't a hedge fund. Twenty-five percent of its asset value is funded by 
perpetual preferred shares. The costs are locked in at close to Libor [the London interbank offered rate]. People 
think the fund is invested in junk bonds, but the average quality is investment-grade. Investments include a 
few GMAC bonds and AIG bonds. Both of those companies are 85% to 90% owned by the government, by the 
way. Pimco Corporate Opportunity also owns a JPMorgan Chase [JPM] hybrid preferred stock paying 7.5%, and 
a few New York City BABs, or Build America Bonds–a form of taxable municipal debt. The BABs were issued at 
6.65%, and they are a double-A-minus type of credit. 

Is this a fund a you manage?  

Gross: Yes, but as I said last year, I am not on the board. I make it a point to talk infrequently to the board. It 
declares whatever dividend it wants to declare, although the dividends are a function of the bonds in the fund. 
You have to be careful on dividend yields of closed-end funds, because the funds can pay out of net asset value 
instead of cash flow. The net asset value of this fund, though, keeps going up, up, up, but the fund sells at a 
premium of only 5% to NAV. Again, as I said last year, this is the kind of fund I would recommend to the owner 
of our local donut store. It can go down, as it did in 2008, but if you want to double your money in six years, 
after reinvesting both the dividends and the proceeds, I don't know a safer way to do it. If you had to put your 
mother-in-law in something, this would be it. 

Schafer: How big is the fund? 

Gross: It has a market value of $1.25 billion and trades 300,000 shares a day. But my advice to readers is, 
don't rush out to buy it as soon as this conversation is published. Wait a week until the interest dies down. 

Gabelli: What is the limit on leverage for closed-end funds? 

Gross: The maximum leverage is 50% of assets. Closed-ends are highly regulated in terms of how much 
leverage they can use and how much of certain assets they can own. 

Black: Has the premium over net asset value swung dramatically in the past few years? 



Gross: It has been as high as 20%. Obviously, 5% is a much better deal. The fund has rarely sold at a discount 
to NAV. The premium is 5% because the fund has paid a 12% dividend only for the past two years, and 
investors think it is a short-term thing. Just two weeks ago it paid a special dividend for the second time, and I 
think that can continue. The big thing that can upset the apple cart is a default by one of the bonds in the 
portfolio. That, and the Fed could raise rates, and then 25 basis points becomes 3%, 4%, 5%. But my premise 
is they won't for a long while. 

My other pick is a company that borrows short, relatively safely. It owns government-agency mortgages and 
borrows against them at about 25 basis points, which is the real thrust for both of these investments. The 
company is Annaly Capital Management [NLY], a mortgage REIT [real-estate investment trust]. It has a $12 
billion market cap. The problem with Annaly is that the stock can go down if the company's repo capabilities [its 
ability to borrow short term using repurchase agreements] are diminished. That happened in 2008 when none 
of the banks or investment banks would take agency mortgages as collateral. 

Where is Annaly trading?  

Gross: It's at 17.75. The stock can't go up much because the minute the price gets above book value the 
company issues stock, as it did in late December. This is a dividend-earning vehicle. You wouldn't look for 
Annaly to rise from 17.75 to 22.50 in 12 months. But it produces a 14.5% yield. This is a finance company like 
AmEx or GMAC or CIT [CIT], although CIT is lower-quality than Annaly. 

Annaly is changing its personality a little bit, so it has to be watched. But for the most part it owns government-
agency-guaranteed mortgages. We're not talking subprime mortgages here. We are talking about floating-rate 
adjustable mortgages backed by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac and you and me, the taxpayers. What they own 
isn't really subject to default risk. It is subject to a lag in interest rates. The rates on these mortgages adjust 
every six to 12 to 18 months. If interest rates went up by two percentage points tomorrow, Annaly's cost of 
funding would go up by that amount, but the rates on the mortgages it holds would go up 12 to 18 to 24 
months later and the company would have to cut its dividend. So there are risks here, but not in terms of the 
creditworthiness of the collateral. It is more in terms of the cost of financing, which gets back to my original 
thesis: the benefits of borrowing at negative real interest rates. 

Annaly has a book value of about $16 a share. You are basically buying it at book, and giving the company the 
privilege of investing money for you, levering it 5-to-1, and offering you a 14.5% dividend yield. In the absence 
of another crisis, you'll do well. 

Thank you, Bill.  

 

Think Contrarian  

Meryl Witmer, Marc Faber, Mario Gabelli and Oscar Schafer share their investment picks for 2011 in the final installment of this year's 
Barron's Roundtable. 

 If you're looking for compelling investment ideas and insights into how to unearth them, you've come to the 
right publication. That is especially so in any week when stock pickers extraordinaire Meryl Witmer, Mario 
Gabelli and Oscar Schafer grace these pages together. Add Marc Faber, whose 30,000-foot view of the markets 
encompasses both hemispheres and all asset classes, and you've got yourself the handiest guide we know to 
making money in 2011.  

On Jan. 10, the editors of Barron's were fortunate to get all four -- and the other six members of the 
Roundtable -- in the same room at the same time, to explore the prospects for the global economy, financial 
markets and a wide array of investments in the year ahead. This week's Roundtable issue, the last of three, 
features the picks of this formidable foursome, and their stock-picking strategies.  

Meryl, a general partner at New York's Eagle Capital Partners, says it's a lot harder to find cheap stocks now 
that the market has rallied. That is why she and her team are prowling for companies recently released from 
bankruptcy protection -- a process that cleanses their balance sheets but wrecks their reputations. The more 
unloved they are, the more Meryl loves them -- and the opportunities they offer. 

Mario, the big boss at Gamco Investors in Rye, N.Y., has a keen interest in break-ups, make-ups, spinoffs and 
split-ups -- the Page Six of corporate life. That's because deals are "one way for values to surface." Deal stocks 
like Fortune Brands and Sara Lee figure prominently among his picks for 2011, along with a novel play on shale 
gas and another on gold. 



For Oscar, the value hound who runs New York's O.S.S. Capital, it's the catalyst that counts. What 
circumstance, or constellation of events, could turn an otherwise ordinary business into a growth machine? He 
homes in this year on companies returning to public hands after leveraged buyouts. Shares outstanding are 
limited, tax rates are low and management is cost-conscious -- an optimal set-up for outsized investment 
returns. Hertz is one such returnee, and his masterful analysis is worth reading twice. 

As for Marc, a globe-trotting financial advisor, he's prone to big pronouncements. Nothing to get alarmed about 
-- just that all paper currencies are doomed and World War III has begun. When the shock wears off, however, 
you might be riveted by his thoughts on how to profit from great global shifts, as well as temporary dislocations 
in equity, currency and commodity prices. Think energy, gold and, yes, Japan.  

Want more details? Please read on. 

 

Barron's: Meryl, what good ideas have you brought us?  

Witmer: I have five stocks. The first is Rockwood Holdings [ticker: ROC]. It has about 76 million shares 
outstanding and trades at 39.50, for an equity capitalization of about $3 billion. It was taken private by KKR 
and came public again in 2005. Throughout the LBO [leveraged buyout] and since, it has been managed by 
Seifi Ghasemi, a superb CEO. Rockwood makes advanced materials and high-value-added specialty chemicals, 
including lithium, titanium dioxide and ceramics. We love the lithium business. Rockwood processes lithium 
from a brine pumped from underground and concentrated in large ponds in the desert in Chile and Nevada. It 
also produces potash from these brines. Rockwood's lithium compounds are used in batteries, pharmaceuticals, 
alloys and ceramics. 

The lithium market has grown by 10% compounded in the past decade, and there is real home-run potential if 
electric cars gain popularity. A million all-electric cars would double demand for battery-grade lithium. 
Rockwood also makes titanium dioxide, an essential product used to improve the durability and opacity of 
plastics, paints and cosmetics. 

Schafer: And paper. 

Witmer: Yes. Rockwood has a grade that is used to make synthetic fibers, which should benefit from high 
cotton prices. There is no affordable substitute for titanium dioxide. If you don't have it in car and house paints, 
the rain would wash the paint off over time. Seven percent of industry capacity was shut down and dismantled 
during the downturn. Now demand is rebounding, and there is pricing power for the first time in a decade. 

Is capacity starting to expand?  

Witmer: No expansions have been announced because titanium dioxide is made from a heavy mineral called 
rutile and there is limited capacity to produce it. You would never consider a plant until you locked in rutile 
supply. Also, prices aren't yet at the point where companies would want to add capacity. There is a long runway 
of strong pricing ahead since it takes four-plus years to add capacity.  

Schafer: If plants were closed, isn't the rutile still around? 

Witmer: Rutile-ore bodies run out after five to 10 years. Rockwood buys rutile on the open market and will pass 
through cost increases. Rockwood's advanced-materials business produces high-performance ceramics used in 



the electronics, automotive and medical markets, including the hip-joint market, where its all-ceramic joint has 
a high market share. Pro forma, including the sale of its plastics business, which closed [Jan. 7], Rockwood 
could earn about $2.40 a share in 2011. Adding back excess depreciation and amortization from the step-up of 
asset values stemming from the LBO, and using a cash tax rate of 20%, free cash flow will be about $4.10 a 
share in 2011 and $4.50 in 2012. We target a price-to-free-cash-flow multiple of 12. Our one-year price target 
is 55. 

Tronox [TROXV] also manufactures titanium dioxide. It is expected to emerge from bankruptcy protection soon 
and is trading on a when-issued basis at 94. Tronox succumbed to the bankruptcy process because of legacy 
environmental liabilities with which it was saddled during its spinoff from Kerr-McGee [KMG] in 2006. These 
liabilities were from other businesses and should have stayed with Kerr-McGee, which also saddled Tronox with 
too much debt. Bankruptcy really is a cleansing process. The bankruptcy plan set up a trust for the 
environmental liabilities. 

How big were the liabilities?  

Witmer: They put about $270 million into the trust. A lot of Tronox debt has been converted into common 
stock. Once the bankruptcy plan is affirmed, there will be 15 million shares trading, for an equity capitalization 
of $1.4 billion. The company will have about $400 million of net debt. 

Tronox's plants are valuable because they produce titanium dioxide using a proprietary chloride method, which 
is lower-cost and produces a grade required by certain end users. Only five companies have this technology. 
Tronox's joint venture in Australia also mines the key raw materials needed for production. It protects the 
supply source, and partially insulates the company from increasing costs. 

What could Tronox earn post-bankruptcy?  

Witmer: Earnings power in the next year is between $8.50 and $10 a share, rising to $11 or $12 as titanium-
dioxide pricing reaches a level commensurate with the capital investment required. This squares with our 
estimate of replacement value of $100 to $125 a share. Our target for Tronox is 120 to 140 a share.  

Black: How many years of rutile reserves do they have? 

Witmer: They are in a good spot for as much as seven years. 

Meryl Witmer's Picks 

 Price  

Company/Ticker  1/7/2011  

Rockwood Holdings  / ROC  $  39.67 

Tronox / TROXV 94.5 

Six Flags Entertainment  / SIX 56.58 

Collective Brands  / PSS 20.94 

Spansion  / CODE 20.88 

Source: Bloomberg  

Six Flags Entertainment [SIX] emerged from bankruptcy protection last year. It has 27 million shares and an 
equity cap of $1.5 billion. It has about $900 million of debt. The company said replacement value for its assets 
is $5 billion to $6 billion. Six Flags owns about 20 family-oriented amusement and water parks in the U.S. and 
Canada. We got interested when we read that Jim Reid-Anderson had been brought in as CEO. He ushered 
another investment of ours, Dade Behring, through the bankruptcy process, ultimately selling it to Siemens 
[SI]. Dade went from 10 to 77 a share. 



Jim stayed at Siemens, integrating two other acquisitions. He and his team met their cost-cutting target in the 
first year. Six Flags gave him a compensation package that rewards success with company shares. Jim is 
oriented toward paying down debt, improving return on assets and running the business properly. He brought 
some of his team from Dade Siemens, and moved Six Flags' headquarters from New York to Dallas, saving $16 
million a year. If he can get Ebitda [earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization] to $350 
million, he will receive 1.25% of the stock. Six Flags gets about 25 million visitors a year, each spending about 
$36, all in. If he can increase profitability by $3 per person with a combination of cost cutting and higher 
revenue, he should meet his target. Longer-run, Six Flags has opportunities in international licensing. It also 
has 1,000 undeveloped acres. 

Why did the company seek bankruptcy protection?  

Gabelli: Dan Snyder, owner of the Washington Redskins, gained control of the company in 2005 through a 
proxy fight. He and his team loaded it with debt. 

Black: Has Snyder left the company?  

Witmer: Yes. Six Flags will have after-tax free cash flow of about $5.50 a share in 2011, which is worth 12 
times earnings. That implies a stock price of 66. My cash-flow estimate assumes Six is a full taxpayer, while in 
fact the company has about $1.2 billion of net-operating-loss carryforwards, meaning it will pay almost no tax 
for the next 10 years. The present value of the NOLs is about $9 a share, which gives us a target price of 75 a 
share. If Jim falls short, it still is a good investment. The stock is 55.  

Black: This isn't an industrial company. It is a marketing company. It is one thing to sell ball bearings. It is 
another to compete against Walt Disney [DIS]. Did they bring in some professional marketers? 

Witmer: They brought in Al Weber, who ran Paramount Parks, and a new marketing team. 

Collective Brands [PSS] trades for 21 a share. The current CEO, Matt Rubel, hails from Cole Haan, where he did 
a great job. At Collective he purchased Stride Rite, and got a stable of brands with a lot of growth potential. 
The domestic Payless stores are a cash cow. Store count isn't growing in the U.S., but it is growing 
internationally, especially in South and Central America. Collective's performance and lifestyle group includes 
Sperry Topsider, Saucony, Stride Rite and Keds. Sperry has a lot of potential in apparel, and potentially the 
cache of brands like Burberry [BRBY.U.K.]. Rubel's goal is to grow operating profit by 9% to 12%, and earnings 
per share by 12% to 16% over the long term, using debt reductions and buybacks to boost the growth rate.  

 
Meryl Witmer, general partner at Eagle Capital Partners, talks to Barron's Michael Santoli at the Roundtable 
conference about some of her stock favorites. Two are involved in the production of titanium dioxide -- 
Rockwood Holdings and Tronox. 

What do you see for the stock?  

Witmer: Collective earned about $1.50 a share in the past 12 months. Add back excess depreciation of about a 
dollar a share. The company has a base after-tax, free-cash-flow run rate of about $2.50 a share. The current 
stock price is too cheap. In the near term, increased prices for raw materials will be a headwind. But lease costs 
in the U.S. are decreasing. The stock could trade for 28 a share, and if things pick up with the branded part of 
the business, it could double. 

My last pick is a flash-memory producer, Spansion [CODE]. It, too, came out of bankruptcy. Spansion entered 
the global downturn with too much debt. It sought bankruptcy protection in the first quarter of 2009 and exited 
in May 2010 with a cleaned-up balance sheet and an excellent new CEO, John Kispert. There are 60 million 
shares out, the stock price is 21, and the market cap is just under $1.3 billion. It has about $450 million of debt 
and $330 million in cash. 



There are two types of flash memory -- NAND and NOR. Spansion makes NOR. NAND is great for storing data 
like photos or movies. NOR is used to store computer code, because it can be accessed quickly and executed 
reliably. Code stored on NOR reminds an electronic device what it does. You find it in cable boxes and autos. 
Spansion and Numonyx, which was purchased by Micron Technology [MU], have a combined 60% market 
share. 

Fred, do you know this company?  

Hickey: Not really. It is a commodity product, and those products got killed in the recession. 

Witmer: It was a moment in time and a lot of things traded down. Now they are making a lot of money. 
Spansion lost market share when it entered bankruptcy, but now is regaining it. The market that slowed the 
most was the part related to cellphones, and they got out of that segment. 

Spansion has $1.7 billion of NOL carryforwards. It will pay a very low tax rate for the foreseeable future. It also 
is suing several companies for unauthorized use of its intellectual property. We aren't counting on a big payday, 
but a victory could be worth a couple of hundred million. Annualizing Spansion's fourth-quarter guidance, the 
company will have after-tax free cash flow of $2.70 to $3.70 a share. At 21 a share, it is compelling. 

Thanks, Meryl. Marc, you're on.  

Faber: One investment theme I like for 2011 is LNG, liquefied natural gas, because oil demand, which declined 
in the developed world in the past two years, has begun to turn up. Also, emerging economies continue to 
grow. For the first time in history, oil demand is larger in emerging economies than in the developed world. 
That could create a favorable environment for energy and energy-related equities. Eventually, we will have war, 
big-time. Then energy prices and other commodity prices will go up substantially.  

Gabelli: Can you define "big-time"?  

Faber: We have a superpower in the world, the U.S., and a rising economic power, China. They have very few 
common interests except commercial interests, in that China wants to sell to America. But China doesn't 
depend as much on America as it used to, because China's exports to the developing world now exceed what it 
sends to the developed world. Also, countries such as Australia and Brazil have become China-centric, as their 
exports to China are larger than to the U.S. This creates an unstable international environment that could lead 
to tensions. Maybe you don't have divisions of tanks facing each other, but it should be clear that China is an 
active supporter of North Korea and the Taliban. And now, with the U.S. endorsing a seat for India on the U.N. 
Security Council, the Chinese are getting closer to Pakistan. I want to be hedged for complete disaster -- World 
War III. In that case, you are better off in commodity-related investments. 

Sure, uranium.  

Faber: If you have a bearish view of the world, you should be in equities and commodities, not government 
bonds. I would own a basket of oil-related equities such as Chevron [CVX], ExxonMobil [XOM] and Occidental 
Petroleum [OXY]. The cheapest energy is natural gas. It is volatile and depressed. A few years ago I 
recommended cotton, which was around 50 cents a pound. Everyone said, "There's a big glut of cotton." That is 
precisely when you buy commodities -- when there is a glut and prices are depressed. Then you wait. If you 
buy a natural-gas ETF [exchange-traded fund] and gas prices don't move, you'll lose money. But you can buy 
natural-gas stocks such as Chesapeake Energy [CHK]. I am not saying it is a perfect company, but if natural 
gas goes up, the stock can move significantly. 

Natural gas is abundant. Why would it rally?  

Gabelli: What drives natural-gas prices is cycles. At $4.40 per million Btu, it is cheap relative to other energy 
inputs.  

Faber: It is cheap and clean. Some coal companies also are interesting. SouthGobi Resources [SGQ.Canada] is 
speculative. It has a lot of coal 40 kilometers from the border of China, in Mongolia. The company is a spinoff of 
Ivanhoe Mines [IVN]. I am on Ivanhoe's board. Ivanhoe still has a large holding in SouthGobi, but it is 
independently run, if that is possible in the Friedland stable. [Robert Friedland is Ivanhoe's CEO.]  

Schafer: How will SouthGobi get coal to the people who use it? 

Faber: It is shipping the coal by truck, but it is likely they will build a railroad. It is a politically charged 
situation, because the Mongolians are afraid that once a railroad goes through, it would facilitate an invasion by 
China.  



For the past few years I have been positive on emerging economies. But I agree with the view here that some 
stocks in the West have become attractive. Archie recommended insurance companies in America. The Swiss 
stock market suffers from the same syndrome as Japan -- a strong currency. Swiss stocks, priced in Swiss 
francs, haven't really moved since 1998. Nor has the Swiss insurance industry done well. A basket of Swiss 
insurers including Zurich Financial [ZURN.Switzerland], Swiss Life [SLHN.Switzerland] and Swiss Re 
[RUKN.Switzerland] are attractive at current valuations. 

Zulauf: You're not afraid they will be hurt by their holdings of European government bonds? 

Faber: Swiss insurers don't own a lot of Greek, Portuguese and Spanish bonds. Zurich Financial yields 6%, 
astronomical compared to Swiss interest rates. The market is saying it doesn't trust the dividend. But even if it 
is cut by 50%, you'll have a 3% yield, still is better than Swiss bonds. 

Cutting the dividend wouldn't do the stock any good.  

Faber: The stock probably has discounted a potential cut already. I hear it might not happen. 

I have repeatedly recommended physical gold and gold shares. Fred and others have discussed the reasons to 
hold physical gold outside the U.S., and I would do the same. The custody of assets will become increasingly 
important for investors. You shouldn't have your $1 billion in the American banking system, where the 
government might take it away one day or prevent it from moving overseas. You don't want to own gold in 
America, where expropriation is a possibility, as happened in 1933. You want to hold it in custody in Singapore, 
Australia, Dubai or Hong Kong. 

Marc Faber's Pick 

 Price  

Company/Ticker  1/7/2011  

ENERGY   

Chevron  / CVX $91.19  

ExxonMobil  / XOM 75.59 

Occidental Petroleum  / OXY 96.19 

Chesapeake Energy  / CHK 26.95 

SouthGobi Resources / SGQ.Canada C$13.50 

SWISS INSURANCE STOCKS   

Zurich Financial / ZURN.Switzerland 248.80 CHF 

Swiss Life / SLHN.Switzerland 142.7 

Swiss Re / RUKN.Switzerland 52.6 

GOLD   

Newmont Mining  / NEM $56.89  

Buy: Barrick Gold  / ABX 49.1 

Sell: Barrick Gold options* 4.15 



ASIAN STOCKS   

Chiang Mai Ram Medical / CMR.Thailand 46.00 baht 

AEON Thana Sinsap / AEONTS.Thailand 32.5 

MCOT / MCOT.Thailand 29 

Ascott Residence Trust / ART.Singapore S$1.24 

JAPANESE STOCKS   

Nomura  / NMR $6.52  

NTT DoCoMo  / DCM 17.11 

Mizuho Financial  / MFG 3.88 

Mitsubishi UFJ Financial  / MTU 5.31 

OTHER   

Market Vectors Gulf States Index  / MES 24.13 

Oslo Bors / OSLO.Norway 77.00 NOK 

*July 2011 50 calls.  Source: Bloomberg  

Schafer: How would you view Switzerland with regard to expropriation? 

Faber: If the U.S. expropriates gold, the government won't take it away without paying for it. It will pay you 
the going price per ounce. Then overnight it can revalue gold to $10,000 an ounce. The U.S. would put 
enormous pressure on the Swiss national bank and on others to do the same. The Chinese will tell them to get 
lost. Thus, you should have a safe-deposit box in Hong Kong for your gold. 

Among gold producers, I would own Newmont Mining [NEM] and Barrick Gold [ABX]. If you are concerned 
about a near-term correction in gold, you can buy Barrick shares and sell the July 50 calls. 

Water and fertilizer, or potash, are interesting opportunities. I have been recommending fertilizer stocks like 
PotashCorp [POT], which will be taken over at some point. It got a bid from BHP Billiton [BHP] but the bid is off. 
I am a little cautious about agricultural commodities, but fertilizer stocks are still attractive. And, as always, I 
have some Asian recommendations. 

We were waiting for those.  

Faber: Markets in Asia no longer are inexpensive. But based on dividend yields, which compare well to bond 
and cash yields, shares aren't expensive, either. You can assemble an attractive basket of Asian shares that 
yield 5% and have a P/E [price/earnings ratio] of around 10 times earnings. I recently bought Chiang Mai Ram 
Medical [CMR.Thailand], a hospital-management company. Health-care expenditures per capita are around 
$7,000 in the U.S. In India they are less than $50, and in China they are around $80. It is a no-brainer that 
health-care expenditures will grow in the developing world, along with spending on pharmaceuticals.  

Witmer: Does Chiang Mai Ram make money? 

Faber: It makes a lot of money. Do you think hospitals in Thailand operate for free? The P/E is about 12. Then 
there is AEON Thana Sinsap [AEONTS.Thailand], a consumer-finance company with a P/E of 10 and a yield of 
6%. MCOT [MCOT.Thailand] is a communications company, partly state-owned. It has a yield of around 5% and 



a P/E of 10. In Singapore there is Ascott Residence Trust [ART.Singapore]. If you are moving to Asia or within 
Asia, you can't find an apartment overnight, so you stuff your family into a residential hotel until you do. Ascott 
yields 5.6%. 

If energy prices keep rising, Middle East stock markets will go up. You can participate in the markets through 
the Market Vectors Gulf States Index [MES] ETF. Russia and Kazakhstan would also benefit from rising oil 
prices. The quality of their bonds would improve. A year ago I recommended Norway's stock exchange, the 
Oslo Bors [OSLO.Norway]. I still like it. It yields 10%. It is a cheap stock and might be taken over. We haven't 
talked about Japan, the second-largest economy in the world. 

Let's do it.  

Faber: The Japanese market has been a huge underperformer. Government debt equals about 200% of GDP 
[gross domestic product]. The government will have to monetize it sooner or later. Eventually they will drive 
people out of fixed-income securities and cash and into currencies other than the yen. A weakening yen would 
be key to the improved performance of Japanese stocks. In 2011 the Japanese stock market could surprise 
investors on the upside. I would buy a basket of stocks, including Nomura Holdings [NMR], NTT DoCoMo 
[DCM], Mizuho Financial [MFG] and Mitsubishi UFJ Financial [MTU]. You can prosper by buying what no one else 
wants. 

 
Marc Faber, managing director of Marc Faber Ltd., talks to Barron's Michael Santoli at the Roundtable 
conference regarding global economy. He believes nations will continue to print money to stimulate domestic 
economies. 

All paper currencies are doomed. But I am not as bearish as some on the U.S. dollar. It could surprise on the 
upside for a couple of months, and the yen, euro, Swiss franc and some commodity-related currencies could 
weaken. 

There is an absence of short recommendations here today, which is unusual. I agree with Fred that in a money-
printing environment you don't want to short. But going back to cotton, it recently hit $1.59 a pound. There 
isn't a permanent shortage; when the price gets too high, they'll plant more. But I would consider shorting 
cotton. I would also short the Standard & Poor's 500 as a trading position. Sentiment is overly optimistic, 
insider selling is heavy and the market's internals have been worsening. A lot of well-to-do people are up to 
here in cash. They completely missed the rally from the lows in 2009. They might be forced into the market and 
push it up. You could get a spike in stocks, and a shorting opportunity. 

Thank you, Marc. Mario, you're on.  

Gabelli: Genuine Parts [GPC] has 158 million shares. The stock is around 50. The company has net cash of $50 
million. Earnings will accelerate, in part because they are gaining back share in the do-it-for-me auto-repair 
market. The automotive-parts group will account for 50% of 2010's $11 billion of revenue. The other business 
is the sale of maintenance and repair parts for industrial customers. That business was depressed and will 
recover. 

Genuine Parts could earn $2.90 to $3 a share for 2010. This year they could do $3.45, going to $3.90. In the 
next five years, the company could see 10% annual earnings growth. The dividend is $1.64 a share, and the 
yield is 3.5%, which will grow nicely. There are 250 million cars on the road in the U.S., and their average age 
is increasing. The same is true for the truck population. Auto production was up sharply in 2010 as car 
inventory was rebuilt. Sales will rise in 2011 by about a million units, but production will rise by only 700,000. 
Class A trucks will be strong for the next three or four years. Globally, China is the big dog as global production 
increases. 

What else do you like?  



Gabelli: We had 10-baggers in a bunch of companies. Tenneco [TEN] went from 30 to 1 and is now 45 a share. 
My next idea ties into drilling technology. The world is long shale [natural gas trapped in shale]. The gas 
couldn't be unlocked until companies developed ways to drill horizontally with fracturing of the shale. National 
Fuel Gas [NFG] is a conservative way to participate. The company has 82.1 million shares and sells for about 
68. Its local gas utility in Buffalo is worth about 19 a share. It has a pipeline business in the Marcellus shale, 
which runs from West Virginia through parts of New York, and some production in the Gulf of Mexico and 
California. All that, with the utility, is worth $40 a share. 

Mario Gabelli's Picks 

 Price  

Company/Ticker  1/7/2011  

Genuine Parts / GPC $50.98  

National Fuel Gas  / NFG 68.39 

Fortune Brands  / FO 61.47 

Sara Lee / SLE 17.43 

Madison Square Garden  / MSG 24.93 

Energizer Holdings  / ENR 72.3 

Thomas & Betts  / TNB 47.6 

Crane  / CR 41.65 

Millicon International Cellular  / MICC 95.98 

U.S. Cellular  / USM 49.52 

Brink's  / BCO 26.76 

Source: Bloomberg  

NFG owns most of the land it has drilling rights to. When you drill, the first few thousand feet of shale is the 
Upper Devonian. You will find gas in 98% of your wells. Below that is the Marcellus, and further down is the 
Utica. The Utica fields are likely to be more prolific. Some companies just lease the Marcellus, but when you 
own the mineral rights, you can drill all the way down. Atlas Energy [ATLS] has done a deal in this area with 
Chevron, in which it priced land at $7,000 to $8,000 an acre. Here you're paying 28 a share times roughly 80 
million shares, or $2.4 billion, for something that could be worth as much as $8 billion. NFG is in the final 
stages of figuring out who its partner will be. These are utility guys who backed into a technology play. They 
didn't understand it but they learned very quickly. 

I left my props home today. I was looking for a bottle of Jim Beam. 

Why?  

Gabelli: Fortune Brands [FO] is splitting in three. What are the parts worth? The stock is 61. The company has 
been whittled down in the past five years to three businesses. One is spirits. Spirits, beer and wine is an $830 
billion business worldwide. Bourbon is one of Fortune Brands' fastest-growing products. The company will spin 
off its distilled-spirits business. The second business is housing products, including brands such as Moen, Master 
Lock and Aristokraft. The third business is golf products. 

Fortune Brands has a $9.6 billion equity value and $3.6 billion of debt, for a $13 billion enterprise value. 
Earnings will grow nicely in the next few years. Bill Ackman of Pershing Square pushed for a break-up of the 
company, but he moved it in the direction it was going anyway. Fortune Brands should earn about $2.80 a 
share in 2010, and absent a break-up, earnings would march straight to $6 in 2014. Debt would come down at 



an accelerating rate. If there were no break-up, the company could be worth more than 110 a share. Spirits is 
attractive, and the housing business will recover.  

Not any time soon.  

Gabelli: I agree there is a big inventory overhang in housing. We don't look for much of a recovery until 2012. 
In the golf business, they paid about $800 million for Cobra and sold it for $100 million, so they had a big 
capital loss. They have a high tax basis on the golf business. It is an important dynamic of the split-up. There 
could be a bidding war for the spirits business. I assume it is worth 12 times Ebitda, and you could get a 
premium for it. 

Next, coffee is a $58 billion-a-year industry. People in developing markets are drinking more coffee, and the 
single-serve market is growing by 30% a year. It probably accounts for $3 billion. The coffee market will grow 
by 6% a year in the next five years, and the tea market by 9%, from $34 billion to nearly $52 billion. How to 
play this? Sara Lee [SLE]. It has 639 million shares and trades for 17.50. It has about $500 million of cash from 
the sale of assets. It is looking to split itself up. [Sara Lee announced a split-up Friday morning.] A Brazilian 
company is reported to be circling the meat business. We have $23 of value today. We are looking at who will 
buy the coffee business. 

Private-equity firms are interested.  

Gabelli: They are circling. The company is in play. The best play in single-serve coffee is Nestlé [NSRGY]. But I 
am look for split-ups and takeovers, a subset of financial engineering. Deals are one way for values to surface. 

Since we last met, there is a new company, Madison Square Garden [MSG]. It has 62.3 million A shares, of 
which the Dolan family owns 2.5 million. There are 13.6 million B shares; the Dolans own them all. The stock is 
selling for 24. The economic value of the company isn't in the New York Knicks or Rangers but in Madison 
Square Garden's cable networks. They have 16 million subscribers. They receive $2 per month per subscriber. 
The value of the cable networks equals the market value of the company, so you are getting everything else for 
free. 

 
Mario Gabelli, chairman of Gamco Investors, talks to Barron's Michael Santoli at the Roundtable conference 
regarding expected jump in corporate mergers. Companies have cash to buy things and are looking for 
prospective acquisitions. 

What are they using the cash for?  

Gabelli: They are spending $800 million to redo the Garden over several years. If the company were going 
private, it would have to pay probably 55 a share. That number will rise substantially. They have air rights over 
the Garden, which are valuable. They have naming rights for lots of venues. 

Energizer Holdings [ENR] hasn't done much in the past two years. It sells batteries, shaving products and other 
consumer products. There are 70.6 million shares and the stock is 70, so that's a $4.9 billion market cap. They 
have about $2 billion of debt. Earnings for the fiscal year ending Sept. 30 will be about $6.15 a share on $4.5 
billion of revenue. They will have a hiccup in the first quarter, but earnings could climb to $10 a share by fiscal 
2015. 

Schafer: Driven by what? 

Gabelli: They will be virtually debt-free by 2015. Ebitda is close to $900 million, and that will keep rising. The 
battery business is low-growth but a great cash generator. It is a $47 billion business over all. The wet-shave 
market is $14.5 billion at retail globally. Energizer sells the Schick brand and just bought American Safety 



Razor out of bankruptcy. The company makes acquisitions and diversifies neatly. It also sells off brands, 
monetizing their value. 

With the industrial world recovering, there is a greater need for electricity. Our play, Thomas & Betts [TNB], is 
in the energy-efficiency business and has 51.6 million shares. It sells for about 48 and debt is $315 million. We 
were large holders of Baldor, which was acquired by ABB [ABB] for 13 times Ebitda. This company sells for 6.5 
times 2011 Ebitda. It will earn about $2.70 a share in the year just ended, and earnings will march up to $6 by 
2014. It is an important component supplier in the low-voltage electrical-products market. This is a $45 billion 
market. In power systems, they have an addressable market of close to $115 billion, growing 5% to 6% a year. 
Thomas & Betts generates a lot of cash. The company will have $18 a share in cash in 2014. 

How will it spend that cash?  

Gabelli: It can buy back stock or make acquisitions. Thomas & Betts will be part of a global consolidation in the 
electrical-products market. 

Crane [CR] makes aircraft components. There will be 33,000 commercial aircraft flying in the next 20 years. 
Some 14,000 planes will be taken out of the market, allowing for 30,000 to be built. Crane sells for 41.25. It 
has 58.9 million shares and the market cap is $2.5 billion. Net debt is $177 million. Revenue for 2010 will be 
about $2.2 billion, and Ebitda, $300 million. The company will earn $2.70 a share. [Crane reported last Monday 
that it earned $2.59 a share for the year.] 

Next, I like a batch of wireless carriers. They are takeout plays. Millicom International Cellular [MICC] has done 
well since I recommended it a year ago. They have 35 million customers in Africa and Central and South 
America. There are 108 million shares and the stock is at 96. U.S. Cellular [USM] is another favorite. It is based 
in Chicago and serves six million customers. The stock is 50 and there are 86 million shares. Telephone and 
Data Systems [TDS] owns all but 15 million and should buy the balance. 

Lastly, I'll recommend a gold stock. 

Not you, too.  

Gabelli: People in this room want physical gold available to them. How will it be transported? By Brink's [BCO]. 
There are 46 million shares, the stock is 27, the market cap is $1.3 billion. About 7% more currency has been 
put into circulation in the past five years. Brink's specializes in global logistics for the movement of precious 
metals and cash. There is another round of consolidation taking place in this business. Brink's will generate 
revenue of $3.6 billion in 2011, Ebitda of $330 million and earnings of $1.65 a share. Earnings could grow at a 
17% annual rate in the next several years. 

Thank you, Mario. Oscar, you've been very patient. Now tell us what you like.  

Schafer: We invest thematically, but recently have found opportunities in companies that underwent leveraged 
buyouts and came public again. They share several characteristics. Management is accustomed to living with 
high levels of debt and cost-consciousness. These companies don't spend a lot of time figuring out which grand 
piano to put on the private plane. Also, they have low tax rates due to the stepped-up basis [readjustment of 
value] of the assets purchased in the LBO. So they have a lot of free cash flow to pay down their debt. They 
have a limited float [publicly traded shares], which restricts the number of big investors until a secondary 
offering occurs. Three of my recommendations fit this bill. 

Sensata Technologies [ST] traces its origins back to 1916 and was acquired by Texas Instruments [TXN] in 
1959. As part of TI, it grew into one of the leading sensor and control companies globally. However, TI didn't 
view it as a core business but as a reliable source of cash. This eventually led to an LBO of the business in April 
2006. The LBO buyer sold a portion of its shares to the public last March, at 18. A secondary offering in 
November was priced at 24.10. Sensata is now 30. 

What does Sensata do now?  

Schafer: Sensors account for 60% of revenue. Controls are 40%. A sensor is a small device embedded into a 
larger system that measures physical signals, such as pressure, temperature, force or speed. It converts 
information into a signal that can be read by a computer. In a car, sensors measure all sorts of things, from tire 
pressure to fuel injection. Controls are high-end circuit breakers used in industrial equipment. They prevent 
overheating. 

Sensata has had consistent high-single-digit revenue growth, with 30% Ebitda margins and 20% adjusted net-
income margins, despite having such high exposure to the brutal auto-supply industry. Sensors cost $7 to $8, 



but the mission-critical function of these products and the potential for damage if one malfunctions insure that 
industry suppliers use sensors from manufacturers with a long history of near-perfect reliability. This has given 
Sensata a substantial market share in its market segment, and the ability to at least maintain pricing. 
Components using sensors generally are designed three years before a car is sold, giving Sensata good visibility 
on its pipeline and future revenue. The business has high barriers to entry, and recent changes in emissions, 
efficiency and safety standards are driving a meaningful increase in auto-sensor content per vehicle. 

Does the company sell its products worldwide?  

Schafer: Yes. In North America auto-sensor content averages $20 to $25 a vehicle. We expect the dollar 
amount to increase 7% to 8% annually as a lot of midrange cars adopt the standards used in high-end cars 
today. Sensor content in China averages around $10 a vehicle but is growing rapidly as China ratchets up its 
standards to be more in line with Western standards. Sensata can grow its business by 10% a year for the next 
three years. If auto sales continue to recover, that will be additive. The controls business is driven by the 
adoption in developing markets of durable goods such as refrigerators and washing machines. 

Looking out, earnings growth will come more from double-digit top-line growth than margin expansion, 
although profits will be enhanced as the company continues to pay down the LBO debt. 

How much debt does Sensata have?  

Schafer: It has $2.2 billion. It earns three times what it pays in interest. The market cap is $5.4 billion.  

Witmer: There isn't much book value, but the stock has a lot of earnings support. It has really amazing 
management. 

Schafer: Sensata also has a pipeline of potential deals, as large companies look to divest pieces, including 
sensor businesses. Last October Sensata announced it was buying Honeywell's [HON] sensor business for one 
times revenue and, after synergies, four times Ebitda. Deals like this can add six to 20 cents a share to the 
bottom line relatively quickly. A business that generates $2 a share in earnings and could earn in the mid-$2-
plus range in 2012 is worth more than 40 a share. 

NXP Semiconductors [NXPI], a spinoff from Philips Electronics [PHG]. The company is based in Holland. It was 
taken private by a consortium of private-equity firms in August 2006 and brought public again in August 2010 
at 14. While private, NXP rid itself of many of the more commodity-centric pieces of its business. It emerged 
from its LBO as a maker of high-performance mixed-signal solutions and semiconductor components. It sells 
into end markets such as automotive, identification and lighting. Analog-semiconductor companies like NXP 
typically have 30% operating margins and a 5% to 7% capital-intensity [capital expenditures divided by 
revenue] versus digital companies, which are in the high teens. The new NXP produces 65 billion units annually. 

What is the stock price?  

Schafer: NXP is trading for 22.92. As the analog portion of the business increases to 75% of revenue in 2012 
from 60% in 2010, margins will expand. Gross margins can increase a thousand basis points, to north of 50%. 
Secondly, NXP went private with a lot of leverage. Given its high margins, low capex [capital-spending 
requirements] and low tax rate, however, it generates a lot of free cash flow. It will reduce its leverage and 
interest expense significantly in the next two years. Interest expense could decline from $1.30 a share in 2010 
to below a dollar in 2012. 

Finally, there are interesting revenue opportunities that should enable meaningful growth. Notably, NXP is the 
critical standard for near-field communications. It is the market-share leader in electronic passports, transit 
cards and other contact-list forms of identification. In early December, Google [GOOG] announced it was 
designing the NXP standard into its latest Android platform in order to drive its vision of the digital wallet. Your 
cellphone will become your credit card. Shoppers will be able to hold their smartphones next to electronic 
readers at retailers and transit points, in restaurants and so forth. This could be a large incremental opportunity 
for NXP. Analysts' earnings estimates for NXP are in the $2.50 range for 2011 and $3 for 2012. The stock is 
trading at a single-digit P/E. 

Black: What is the barrier to entry? A lot of people are making mixed-signal devices. 

Hickey: Everyone has been trying to move into the analog business because the margins are better. It is 
getting overcrowded. 

Schafer: Near-field communication eventually will be in a broad array of wireless chips. In the near term, NXP 
will benefit. 



My third post-LBO stock is Hertz Global Holdings [HTZ]. Improving fundamentals in the car-rental industry and 
company-specific initiatives should enable strong revenue and earnings growth in the next two years, which 
isn't reflected in the current valuation of the stock. Hertz was bought from Ford [F] and taken private in 2005, 
and it went public again in 2006. Historically the car-rental industry has been plagued by periods of over-
fleeting and aggressive price wars. Over-fleeting was caused in part by auto manufacturers' need to dump 
excess inventory, and large rental-car capacity led to aggressive pricing. During the recession, a number of 
factors positively impacted industry dynamics. 

 
Oscar Schafer, managing partner of O.S.S. Management, talks to Barron's Michael Santoli at the Roundtable 
conference on investment opportunities for 2011. One sector he sees potential is companies that were LBO and 
have gone public. 

Such as?  

Schafer: First, there has been consolidation. At this point there are only four major rental-car companies. The 
industry could be down to three players in 2011. Second, there was significant de-fleeting during the recession, 
so utilization is at about 80%, even at post-recession demand levels. The risk of fleet-dumping has been 
lessened for the next couple of years. Also, a dearth of auto leasing during the recession severely curtailed 
used-car supply, thus propping up residual values and lowering depreciation and costs for the rental companies. 
These factors, coupled with improving business in the leisure-travel market, should enable solid rental-car 
fundamentals for the foreseeable future. 

Hertz has only 11% of the off-airport rental market, and it is severely under-represented in the value segment. 
Progress with its Advantage value brand could add a couple of points of growth in each of the next two years, 
on top of solid industry growth as travel recovers. Historically, the rental-car business grows at two times GDP. 
Also, 15% of Hertz's growth comes from the rental of industrial and earth-moving equipment. This business 
declined by more than 40% peak to trough. It is starting to improve and should grow by double digits in the 
next few years. 

Give us some of the numbers on Hertz.  

Schafer: Management is looking to sell certain properties to franchisees. That would significantly reduce the 
capital required by the business. Since 2007 Hertz has cut $1.7 billion in costs and is targeting another $300 
million in 2011. Given operating leverage and this cost focus, Ebitda margins could rise from the mid-teens to 
more than 20% in the next few years. Earnings could approach $1.50 a share in 2012. Hence, the stock, at 
14.39, is trading at less than 10 times 2012 estimates. Using a multiple of 15 times earnings, Hertz shares 
could rise to the 20s. Any further industry consolidation would be positive. The Federal Trade Commission is 
currently reviewing a merger of Avis Budget Group [CAR] and Dollar Thrifty Automotive Group [DTG]. 

What do you think, Mario? Would you buy Hertz?  

Gabelli: I own shares, but I haven't focused on it. I've been focused on the Dollar Thrifty deal. Mark Frissora, 
Hertz's CEO, came over from Tenneco, where he did a great job. Ron Nelson, who runs Avis, is a savvy financial 
guy. So now you have two business guys in the industry who are motivated and have an interesting tailwind in 
terms of reduced car supply. There is no reason not to own Hertz if airport travel is picking up, because the 
company has made a conscious decision to raise rates and is willing to turn away people who won't pay them. 

Oscar Schafer's Picks 

 Price  

Company/Ticker  1/7/2011  



Sensata Technologies Holding  / ST $30.47  

NXP Semiconductors  / NXPI 22.92 

Hertz Global Holdings  / HTZ 14.39 

Quantum  / QTM 4.3 

Mako Surgical  / MAKO 14.1 

Source: Bloomberg   

Schafer: Quantum [QTM] is a small-cap focused on enterprise-computing storage. It historically has been a 
leader in enterprise-tape backup, with a 30% market share. Through its 2006 acquisition of ADIC, it 
consolidated its tape market share. More important, it acquired the patents and know-how for two key 
emerging technologies -- data deduplication and heterogeneous file-management software. Quantum trades for 
4.30, under 10 times my earnings estimate for fiscal 2012, ending March. [Shares fell sharply last week after 
Quantum reported disappointing quarterly earnings. In a follow-up conversation, Schafer said "transitions can 
often be bumpy but I believe in the company's long-term potential."] The market is overlooking some subtle 
but critical changes in the business mix. Revenue has been declining for three years, and the perception is this 
is a tape company with a perpetually declining revenue stream. However, two changes are impacting the 
revenue stream. 

And they are?  

Schafer: First, deduplication is growing rapidly and becoming a larger part of Quantum's revenue. The company 
has become No. 2 in the business to EMC [EMC]. Value-added resellers and other OEMs have been embracing 
Quantum as an alternative to EMC. Likewise, Quantum's file-management software business has been growing 
by north of 50%. Together these businesses are 20% of revenue and will become an increasingly important 
driver of revenue growth. 

On the tape side, Oracle's [ORCL] recent acquisition of Sun Microsystems has created dislocation in the 
channel. As Oracle focuses more on direct sales, Quantum is gaining share in its branded-tape business. We 
expect Quantum to shift from being a company with a declining revenue stream to one with mid- to high-
single-digit revenue growth and mid-teens operating margins. The market will reward the shift with multiple 
expansion. And, given aggressive consolidation in the storage space, we wouldn't be surprised to see strategic 
partners take note of the shift. The stock could have 50% to 100% upside from here. 

What do you think, Fred?  

Hickey: The tape-storage business is slowly dying, and there are more deduplication players than just EMC. 

Schafer: My last pick, Mako Surgical [MAKO], has developed a robotic procedure and implants for hip and knee 
replacements. It is in the early stages of a multiyear product cycle. It currently markets partial knee 
replacements, and soon will launch a total-hip-replacement product, which is a much bigger market 
opportunity. The stock, now around 14, could hit the high-teens to low-20s in 12 months. 

Mako is working to redefine orthopedic surgery by providing more precision and accuracy. I am excited about 
its near- and long-term prospects. For one, aging demographics could make for a robust low-double-digit 
growth rate for hip and knee replacements through 2015. Secondly, providing robotic joint surgery allows 
hospitals to differentiate themselves and increase patient volumes. The patients who get partial knee 
replacements tend to be younger and more likely to have higher-reimbursement commercial insurance rather 
than Medicare, which improves the revenue mix of these hospitals. Mako is conducting more than 50 clinical 
studies to demonstrate the superiority of robotic surgery. 

How many hospitals have signed on?  

Schafer: About 5% in medical centers that perform more than 150 knee replacements per year. With more than 
300 patents covering Mako's technology, the barriers to entry are substantial. Finally, the company has enough 
cash until it becomes profitable by the end of next year or early 2013. This is a razor/razor-blade business that 
is common in the medical-device industry. The razor is an $850,000 robot and the blade is the $5,000 implant. 
The company has 67 robots in hospitals now, and conducted about 3,400 knee procedures last year. There are 
approximately 50,000 partial knee replacements per year.  



The opportunity in hip replacements is six times larger. The hip indication also broadens the eligible surgeon 
pool. Many hip replacements fail because of misalignment of the implant in the hip. Using the robot ensures 
proper alignment and is expected to improve the success rate of these procedures.  

There are some bears on the company. Short interest is 25% of the float. The shorts are concerned about the 
high upfront costs of the robot, and some also believe there is a lack of clinical data to support the superiority 
of Mako's system. There is some concern about Mako's valuation. The company is trading for around seven 
times 2011 and five times 2012 revenue. This premium multiple is warranted for the 50%-plus revenue growth 
we expect in the next few years. Two of the three founders of Intuitive Surgical [ISRG], the maker of the 
daVinci robot for prostate surgery, are on Mako's board. Intuitive has been one of the great stocks of the past 
five to seven years. 

Black: This could be big competition for Zimmer [ZMH], Medtronic [MDT] and Stryker [SYK]. Are they working 
on their own products? 

Schafer: Robotics won't take over the whole business. 

Gabelli: I drink bourbon, Oscar. I test my products. You should have a hip done. 

On that note, let's go to dinner. Thanks, everyone.  

 
 


